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Smash Zionist Terror-Arab/Hebrew Workers Unite!
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Zionist mass leno!' bombing of Bierut massacres 300,

regimes so reactionary that the U.S. did
not want to have direct dealings with
them. Israel supplied over 90 percent of
the arms to the Somoza regime and
today Israel is the main arms supplier
for the Salvadoran junta. The blood of
the thousands of workers and peasants
that have fallen in the civil war there is
on the hands of the Zionists, Neverthe
less, U.S. commitment to Israel is
entirely subordinate to its global inter
ests in which control over Mideast oil

continued on page 4

Zionist state of Israel it IS necessary to
pretend it is a completely subservient
puppet of U.S, imperialism do not
understand that the Israeli rulers' own
interests are often in harmony with U.S.
imperialism but are no less reactionary
when they are not.

No doubt there is an enormous
element of hypocrisy in the spats
between the United States and Israel.
The U.S., for example, is still very much
dependent on Israel not only to police
the 1\ear East but as an arms supplier for
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Natchwey..-'Bla~'k St2.r
Begin Bombs Reagan's
"Strategic Consensus" Again

The bombing of Beirut, like the
bombing of the Iraqi nuclear reactor,
blows up Reagan/ Haig's Near East
strategy of an anti-Soviet "strategic
consensus" uniting Israel and the Arab
states against the Soviet Union. What
we wrote about mad bomber Begin last
month also applies to the Beirut raid:
"In fact, sowing discord between the
U.S. and the Arab states was as much
the purpose of the raid as its direct
rniiitary objective" ("Israeli Nuclear
Terrorists." WVNo. 283, 19June). Fake
leftists who believe that in order to
assert the reactionary character of th"

to cause maximum embarrassment to
the U.S. It occurred on the heels of a
visit to Israel by U.S. State Department
counselor Robert McFarlane, who was
sent to admonish Begin for the Iraqi
nuclear reactor bombing. It came just
after Reagan's "special emoy" to the
Near East Philip Habib resumed his
mission to resolve the so-called Syrian
"missile crisi-." And the Beirut bombing
occurred in the last days of the imperial
ist summit in Ottawa where the U.S. was
already catching ,orne heat because
Reaganomics was savag;ng American
working people in a manner that did
Washington's imperialist allies and
economic competitors no favors.

On July 20, the Reagan administra
tion announced that given the
"escalation of violence" the shipment of
four F-16 fighter-bombers suspended
after the Iraqi bombing would continue
to be held up, as would another six
F-16s scheduled for shipment that cay.
On Wednesday Secretary of Defense
Weinberger went on the TV program
U(;.~),._.:,} ~/,.of-tl-Ing /\T'!':crtc:!fl"-tc :;t6_-t.~'"-~~-ttt'

Begin's policies "cannot really be de
scribed as moderate at this point." Not
about to be called to account by
imperialist butchers, Begin responded
to criticism from Washington:

"\ don't want to hear anything from the
Amcrica!'s about hitting civilian tar
gets. \ k'1oW exactly what the Ameri
~ans did in Victnarn."

But not willing to strain relations with
his imperialist patrons too far, Begin has
accepted an American-brokered
"cessation of hostilities" that will be as
short-lived as those notorious Lebanese
ceasefires.
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bv threc'lsraeli air strikes which kll!cd
65 and wounded 250. fhe Beirut
bombing \Vas only the most ferocious
act in a two·week mass terrI;;' campaign
in which Israel has been continuously
shelling coastal towns and viliages,
blowing up roads and bridges, bombing
and strafing Paicstmian refugee camp".

The Beirut bombing raid was
reminiscent uf Deir Yassin. v"here in
194~ Zir.Eisl terrorists of the lrgun ami
Stern gang gunned down 254 unarmed
Palestiniam. mainly women and chil
dren. No wonder yesterday's Irgun ter
rorists are today's Israeli rulers. The
bombing raid announced to the world
that the Butcher of Deir Yassin and
1rgun leader Menachem Begin had been
returnl'd to the premicr;h;p 01 the
Zionist state, Following the bombing
raid Begin issued a personal statement
which was not so much ajustification as
an unabashed open declaration of
genocidal warfare against Palestinians:

"We shall however, continue to attack
terrorist bases and headquarters, even if
they are purposely located in the
vicinity of. or within. civilian
concentrations."

As with Israeli bombing of the Iraqi
nuclear reactor. imperialist and Zionist
"friends of Israel," especially in the U.S.,
ex pressed chagrin at the antics of mad
bomher Begin. The bombing was timed

Flying low, the American~madefight
ers came in three waves over the strife
tom city of Beirut last week. The raid
lasted at most twenty minutes. But by
concentrating their rockets and half-ton
incendiary bombs on heavily populated
areas, the 1sraeli fighters massacred 300
and wounded another 800. It was the
most savage raid by the Zionist state in
seven years. The 1sraeli government
claimed it was targeting the headquar
ters of guerrilla organizations bdonging
to the Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion (PLO). I n fact the main targets wcoc
apartmenr buildings. schools and a
mosque.

With tht: logic of mass murderers \"ho
believe that one of "us" is worth at least
a hundred of "them:' and who han: the
accoutrements of state power (includ
ing. as Moshe Dayan recently con
firmed, the A-bomb) to impose their
will. Israel claimed the raid was in
retaliation to a PLO rocket attack on
n0,thern ISLJe! earlier that week in
wil!ch three Israelis were killed. 1n
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Letters
Socialism vs. Irish
Republicanism
To Editors of "Workers Vanguard"

I'm writing concerning the May issue of your paper
[Workers Vanguard No. 280, 8 May] which included
an article on the late Irish Revolutionary hero, Bobby
Sands.

I'm glad to hear your organization joined the anti
British imperialist activity in New York and here in
California. As a union man, a Socialist, and an Irish
Republican I welcome you. I also agreed with most of
your article. But towards the end there is a serious
mistake. I hope it is unintentional. You state, quote,
"the Republican's fight for cross-class Catholic unity
a capitalist united Ireland." That is not true. In
"Republican News" the newspaper of the Sinn Fein
and the I.R.A., it has been stated many times that the
goal of the I.R.A. is for a united Socialist Ireland! That
goal has also been stated by the Irish National
Liberatir)n Army, the other organization participating
in the Hunger strike. The U. S. capitalist press clippings
will verify this, there has been bitter anti-socialist
attacks on the I.R.A. precisely because they do
support, so strongly, a socialist Ireland with no place
for "Shamrock Capitalism."

Please correct your error and continue your efforts
to get the British occupation army out of my parents'
homeland. Victory to the Hunger Strikers! Up the
I.R.A.!

Sincerely,
Tom Brennan
San Francisco, California

WV replies: Brother Brennan raises actually two
important questions. One, does the IRA stand for
socialism in Ireland in reality and not just on paper?
And two, should socialists support the slogan of a
"united socialist Ireland"?

For the IRA, the "united" comes before the
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Chicago demonstration against H-Block, 22 May.

"socialist" not only in the slogan but in reality. The
Provisionals in effect advocate the forced unification
of Northern Ireland with the existing Irish Catholic
capitalist state (despite the fact that it persecutes them).
As for the more "socialist" Officials (now Sinn Fein
The Workers Party), the overwhelming thrust of their
politics is for a united Ireland, ignoring the class nature
of the Dublin regime and the will of the Ulster
Protestant working class. Neither wing of the IRA
organizes the working class, North or South, for
socialist revolution.

Brother Brennan takes for granted that any socialist
should support a united socialist Ireland, ignoring the
will of the Ulster Protestant community which
constitutes two-thirds of the population of Northern
Ireland and one-quarter of that of the entire island.

Northern Ireland is not a nationally homogeneous area
seeking liberation from imperialism. It is a case of
interpenetrated peoples, like Cyprus or Lebanon,
where the will of the Protestant community must be
taken into account in any genuinely democratic
solution. The Ulster Protestant workers fear incorpo
ration into an Irish Catholic state and are prepared to
resist it violently. Possibly the Ulster Protestant
workers can be won to a program of a unified Irish
workers state, which would necessarily have a secular
character. But such a workers state cannot be created
through the forced incorporation of the Ulster
Protestant community.

Instead of a "united socialist Ireland," we call for an
Irish workers republic (not necessarily including the
Ulster Protestant community) within a socialist
federation of the British Isles. In addition to providing
the framework for a democratic resolution of the
national question, a socialist federation bears on the
economic basis for unifying the Ulster Protestant and
Irish workers. As poor as Ulster is, south Ireland is
poorer still. If the Ulster Protestant working class is to
accept being part of a unified Irish workers state, they
(as well as the rest of the Irish working class) should
have their share of the wealth available from the
socialist integration of the British Isles.

As we wrote in "Theses on Ireland," our basic
statement on the question:

"We struggle for an Irish workers republic as part of a
socialist federation of the British Isles. While the
establishment of a united workers state of the whole
island may be preferable. the above demand is algebraic,
leaving open thc question of where the Protestants fall.
This recognizes that the nature of the Protestant
community has not yet been determined in history. As
such, it is counterposed to calls for a 'united workers
republic' or for a 'united socialist Ireland' (where this
demand is not simply an expression of left/nationalist or
Stalinist two-stage theories). Placing the demand in the
context of a socialist federation has the additional
advantage of highlighting the essential relationship of
the proletarian revolution in the whole area and the
virtual impossibility of the resolution of the Irish
question on a working-class basis outside this
framework."

-Spartacist No. 24, Autumn 1977
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June 15, 1981

Dear Comrades:

In Workers Vanguard, 13 March 1981, you stated
that the Lutte Ouvriere group "basically approves of
the PCF's municipal policy on immigration" and was
guilty of "capitulation to the most backward layers of
the proletariat, and even to their racism."

This is a distortion. LO supports past PCF policies
of defending immigrant workers and opposing
government racist attempts to exclude immigrants
from living in certain areas. (See the 6-page article in
Luttede ClasseNo. 82, 20 January 1981.) As your WV
article reported, La opposes the new PCF policy
inaugurated last December at Vitry, where the
Communist mayor led a raid to destroy a housing
project to which African workers had been transferred.

So the PCF has capitulated to racism; LO opposes
this capitulation; therefore LO is guilty ofcapitulation
to racism?

Other criticisms of LO likewise do not stand up to
careful examination. La is not "electoralist"; it uses
election periods to broaden its propaganda without
encouraging illusions in the electoral process. It is not
"workerist"; it concentrates its propaganda on workers
to win them to revolutionary politics. LO is not "state-

New York
30 June 1981

To the Editor:

As WV readers will recall, the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) excludes Spartacist supporters from its
public events. This "national policy" was enforced at
the February 7 New York SWP rally held to publicize
the SWP's "watersuif' against the FBI, even though
such blantant political exclusionism risks estranging
any principled defenders of civil liberties among those
the SWP appeals to about its court case.

As a Spartacist supporter, I went to the June 6
"Watersuit" rally in New York. This one was
sponsored by the SWP's "Political Rights Defense
Fund" (PRDF). Peter Camejo was selling tickets. I
asked him what the policy was on admitting Sparta
cists. He laughed and said something like, "Oh, it's $50
fo~ members of the Spartacist League." When I asked
for a straight answer he referred me to the head of the
"security" team. This guy, along with another who
identified himself as a PROF spokesman, told me this
was not an SWP meeting but a PROF meeting. The
implication was that I was SWP-baiting an
independent-minded civil-liberties organization.

I bought a ticket and went in. But I was not surprised
to find out recently that the Spartacist League was
excluded from the PROF-sponsored public meeting
held June 13 in Chicago. WV readers may draw their
own conclusions.

Fraternally,
D.M.

SWP Exclusions and
Watersuit

true that La usually tries to hide in ambiguity.
However, in an English-language pamphlet, "The
People's Democracies: Are They Socialist States?"
published by Voix Ouvriere in 1966 they state
unambiguously: "Where the working class never took
power and never smashed the bourgeois state, these
state apparatuses remain bourgeois." LO not only
rejects the Trotskyist characterization of them as
deformed workers states (i.e., bureaucratically ruled
but on the basis of proletarian, collectivized property
forms), above all it refuses to defend them against
imperialism.

capitalist"; it rejects the concept of "deformed"
workers states because it holds the traditional marxist
view that workers' states can only be created by the
conscious actions of the workers themselves.

In Workers Vanguard,S June 1981, you told a half
truth when you said that LO's election slogan was to
vote for Mitterrand. This was only their second round
policy. In the first round LO ran its own candidate,
Arlette Laguiller, who got 660,000 votes. You thus give
the false impression that LO's support of Mitterrand
was uncritical, when in reality it was not only very
critical, but visibly critical.

In fact, LO's policy of voting Trotskyist in the first
round and Mitterrand in the second was the clearest
way of putting your own slogan, "Giscard never,
Mitterrand no!" into practice. Much better than total
abstention.

Marion Syrek
Berkeley, CA

WV replies: Reader Syrek, for many years a leader of
the tiny syndicalist Spark group who now has his own
one-man operation, seeks to defend the credentials of
his long-time mentors of Lutte Ouvriere. But the facts
do him in. On Vitry, as our 13 March article (WVNo.
276) reported, La's Lutte de Classe of 22 December
1980 supported PCF immigration policy of calling for
"a maximum quota of immigrant workers for all
towns" saying, "At bottom, we cannot criticize it [the
PCF] because what it is saying is valid and well
founded." Vitry was a racist atrocity and initiated a
chauvinist campaign against immigrant workers. But
the PCF has called for chauvinist municipal immigra
tion quotas for years. Would comrade Syrek like to
advocate this in the U.S.? How many Mexican
immigrants would he be willing to permit in Berkeley,
for instance?

La is notoriously electoralist-its main slogan in
two presidential elections has been "Vote for a worker,
vote for a woman, vote for Arlette Laguiller." And
La's policy of electoral support to Mitterrand was not
limited to the second round (when their slogan was
"Vote Mitterrand without illusions, but without
reservations"). In Lutte Ouvriere No. 669 (28 March)
Arlette Laguiller said, "The aim of my candidacy is not
to create an obstacle to Mitterrand's election." This
expresses the Ligue Trotskyste de France's slogan,
"Giscard Never, Mitterrand No!"? Only if"no" means
"yes."

On the class nature of the East European states, it is
31 July 1981No. 286
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Oust the Bureaucrats-Break with CIA's AIFLD-Bo~cott Military Goods!

Labor and EI Salvador:
Class Struggle Ys. Cold War

Loyal "Left" Lieutenants I
;

I

phone workers raised a motion con
demning the policies of "pro-capitalist
labor leaders who for years have
collaborated with big business and the
CIA in setting up and maintaining the
AIFLD" Johnson refused to recognize
them. Later, a TUCES leaflet lamented
the death of "two AFL-CIO representa
tives" in EI Salvador. (On January 14,
the AIFLD pair were described in court
by the U.S. solicitor general as "some
kind of undercover persons working
under the cover of a labor
organization. ")

And no wonder. Johnson is a fre
quent e-missary from his own Retail
Clerks International Union (RCIU) for
work with the Asian American Free
Labor Institute (AAFLI), a counterpart
of the Latin American AIFLD, to build
CIA-dominated anti-communist unions
in places like Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
(For evidence of Johnson's AAFLI
related activities see Local 100 Report,
14 November 1980; also UCFW Action,
March 1980 and September 1979, and
Local 870 News, March 1978.) The
RCIU along with the Communications
Workers (CWA) gets prominent men
tion in the award-winning documentary
On Company Business as the unions
most up to their necks in CIA/State
DePkartment "free trade Jmion:' J!irty , ,
wor .

Ata June 25 public forum co
sponsored by TUSES and Casa EI
Salvador/Committee in Solidarity with
the People of EI Salvador (CISPES),
the main speaker was perennial teach-in
"Latin American expert" Bill Bollinger,
who pretended that the last two years
have been a "democratic springtime" for
trade unions in EI Salvador! After this
fantastical claim he tried to argue that
the good outweighs the bad in the
AI FLO/CIA: "An interesting feature of
the AFL-CIO's work in EI Salvador is
that in trying to fight communism they
also come into sharp contradiction with
the landowning oligarchs;" A Spartacist
League supporter responded during the
discussion period:

", _. what we're gettmg is the view of
Lane Kirkland, because no one but him

continued on page 4

ILWU militants
demand union
action against
Salvadoran junta,
San Francisco,
July 19.

The Oakland Tribune ad is the sole
concrete "action" to come out of the
Trade Union Committee on EI Salvador
(TUCES, predecessor of TUSES) in the
six months of its existence. The founder
and leading light of TUCES/TUSES is
Walter Johnson, president of Depart
ment Store Employees Union Local
1100. Johnson frequently sets up
these labor "solidarity" committees in
order to cultivate a "progressive" image
and provide a sandbox for fake-lefts like
the Communist Party (CP) and Social
ist Workers Party (SWP). But he's
careful not to step on toes in Washing
ton, whether at the AFL-CIO or out at
Langley. At the January 22 founding
meeting of TUCES, when militant

WVPhOlo

between "hawks" and "doves" in Viet
nam over how best to "fight commu
nism": bomb 'em or buy 'em. But so far
it's an academic question in EI Salvador
where Reagan wants to "teach the
Soviets a bloody lesson."
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urging more "reform by death" and
please stop shooting AIFLD/CIA
operatives.

Meanwhile, self-styled "progressive"
union bureaucrats in California are
calling for a "political solution" in EI
Salvador-a coalition between elements
of the present dictatorship and the
popular-front FOR opposition. The
Santa Clara County Central Labor
Committee was hauled onto the carpet
for taking out a paid ad in the 24 March
San Jose Mercury titled "No Vietnam in
EI Salvador." Reagan and Haig could
agree to that, since they're hell-bent to
"win" this one over the corpses of the
Salvadoran people, but it was too much
for the AFL-CIO. The Oakland Tribune
advertisement, placed by Trade Union
ists in Solidarity with EI Salvador
(TUSES), suggests writing your Con
gressman to support HR 1509, a bill to
end U.S. military aid to the junta. But it
deliberately avoids calling for an end to
the much larger economic aid. which is
what keeps the Salvadoran regime
afloat. This is the old tactical difference

SAN FRANCISCO-More and more
American workers are realizing that
mass unemployment, racism and union
busting are the domestic face of Rea
gan's anti-Soviet war drive, currently
targeted on the tiny Central American
country of EI Salvador. Already, AFL
CIO chiefs are forced to order state and
local labor councils to toe the federa
tion's official pro-junta line. In the Bay
Area, an "Open Letter to President
Reagan Against U.S. Intervention in EI
Salvador" signed by 800 northern
California trade unionists appeared in
the 8 July Oakland Tribune. And in the
union ranks there is a growing, angry
opposition to the Reagan/Haig war and
austerity policies. But the squabbles
among pro-business bureaucrats
between those who follow the straight
CIA line and liberals who call for an
imperialist-brokered "compromise" in
EI Salvador-offer no way forward for
working people. All wings of the
American ruling class fundamentally
support a Cold War II, and the only way
to fight them is with sharp class struggle
at home and abroad.

AFL-CIO president Lane Kirkland,
heir to super cold warrior George
Meany, directed union officials in a
letter last March that any statements on
£1 Salvador "should be in line" with a
February federation executive council
resolution. And he included an inch
thick "information kit" just so everyone
would get the line straight: military and
economic aid to the "reform-minded"
junta while pressuring the Democratic
Party to pressure Reagan to pressure the
colonels for more Vietnam pacification
stvle "land reform," and "free elections"
(i~ the middle of a civil war!) monitored
by the Organization of American States
(the notorious "Yankee ministry of
colonies"). There was also a note of mild
regret over the assassination in January
of three officials of the American
Institute for Free Labor Development
(AI FLO) in the San Salvador Sheraton.
They don't mention, of course, that the
AIFLD is a well-known CIA "labor"
front financed by the American govern
ment. The policy of Kirkland & Co. is to
prettify and shore up the hated junta,

For Military Victory to the
Salvadoran Leftists!

During the 24th biennial convention
of the International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union (IL WU),
held in Honolulu April 27-May 2,
Howard Keylorofthe Militant Caucus
(a class-stuggle opposition in the
union) presented thefollowing minori
ty report on El Salvador.

WHEREAS:
Reagan's foreign policy is gearing
up for World War III with the
Soviet Union. The steps along this
road to nuclear holocaust are
clear--first EI Salvador, then Nica
ragua. Cuba, Poland and finally
the USSR; and

WHEREAS:
The conflict in EI Salvador is a civil
war. On one side are the workers
and impoverished peasants. On the

other side are the landlords, coffee
barons, the right-wing death squads,
the military junta, and the U.S.
government. Every single union hall
has been bombed and destroyed and
the killing goes on; and

WHEREAS:
The IL WU and the rest of the
American labor movement has a
stake in this fight and must take
sides with the workers and peasants.
Only a military victory of the left
wing insurgents can prevent a
bloodbath. American labor must
take all necessary action to help our
class brothers and sisters in EI
Salvador to win; and

WHEREAS:
The International's policy to boy
cott military cargo bound for EI
Salvador is a first step toward

international labor soldarity. But
the military boycott has to be made
real on the waterfront and extended
to Teamsters and Seamen. If war
crazy Reagan sends in the Marines
the ILWU and all labor must be
prepared to strike to stop U.S.
intervention; and

WHEREAS:
Real victory for the workers and
peasants can only be won through
independent struggle in their own
class interests. This means the
establishment of workers' and peas
ants' governments in EI Salvador
and throughout Central America to
expropriate the coffee plantations,
the corporations and the estates
without compensation; and

WHEREAS:
The ability to carry out this inde
pendent class struggle means break
ing politically with the so-called
progressive capitalists who are
angling for a negotiated "political
solution" that will maintain capital-

ism in EI Salvador. Such a deal with
the junta would leave the corpora
tions and landed estates intact and
social conditions for workers and
peasants unchanged. For Salvador
an workers the only choice is victory
or death;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
That the ILWU:
I. Call for military victory to the
left-wing insurgents in EI Salvador;
2. Call upon the American labor
movement to hot-cargo all military
goods destined for EI Salvador and
other Central American dictators;
3. Urge our class brothers and sisters
in EI Salvador to politically break
with the capitalists and to strug
gle for a workers' and peasants'
government;
4. Demand an end to all U.S.
military and economic aid to the
Salvadoran junta.
5. Demands U.S./OAS/Latin
American capitalists-all hands off
EI Salvador and Nicaragua!

I
i
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bourgeoisie, for a workers and peasants
government, Johnson ruled this out of
order with the hypocritical excuse: "We
don't want to be telling the peasants in
whatever country what to do." The SL
DC, when it isn't busy chasing after
Walter Johnson, is ~rying to build
illusions in California AFL-CIO secre
tary John Henning in the "Bay Area
Coalition for a Labor Party," and
lauding Lane Kirkland's September 19
march in Washington to support the
out-of-office Democrats.

As the reformists capitulate to the
liberal bourgeoisie, as they warn against
"turning people off with sectarian
slogans," the Spartacist League has
been winning militants to its program
for workers revolution, from war
ravaged EI Salvador to the imperialist
citadel of the U.S. While the fake-lefts
tail the "labor lieutenants of cap
ital" the Trotskyists fight for a new
class-struggle leadership of the workers
movement. Military victory to leftist
insurgents in EI Salvador! U.S./OAS
hands off Central America! Stop all
U.S. aid to the junta! Defense of Cuba
and USSR begins in EI Salvador!.

motion; the SL-DC called for "democ
ratizing" AIFLD friend Walter John
son's "solidarity" committee. These
fakers appeal to the likes of Lane
Kirkland to "cease all cooperation" with
this CIA front. This is the same
Kirkland who not only heads the
AIFLD board, but isalso an ex-member
of the U.S. government's Labor Missile
Sites Committee and a leader of the
ultra-cold warrior Committee on the
Present Danger.

For an example of the class-struggle
policies the SL supports in the labor
movement, see the accompanying mo
tion on El Salvador by Howard Keylor
at the May 1981 convention of the
International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union(lLWU). When
Keylor, a member ofthe ILWU Local IO
executive board and a spokesman for
the Militant Caucus in that union,
attempted to present a motion at the
January TUCES meeting calling on
labor to hot cargo military goods to El
Salvador, for military victory to the
leftist rebels and a break from the
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that the killing would go on and on. The
"split" in the union bureaucracy merely
reflects the "split" between the pro-junta
bipartisan Congressional majority and
the Teddy Kennedy out-of-power liber
al Democrats. But "doves" and "hawks"
in the bourgeoisie unite when it comes to
the fundamental class questions. Only
by waging internationalist proletarian
struggle against imperialism is it possi
ble to defeat the Reagan Cold War
drive, from EI Salvador to the U.S.

Holding up the rear of TUCES/
TUSES is the house opposition of the
miniscule Socialist League Democratic
Centralist (SL-DC), consisting of one
Steve Bryant and his extended family,
whose appointed task is two-faced
reformist polemics against the revolu
tionary Trotskyism of the Spartacist
League. In its May 198 I Labor News,
the SL-DC attacks the Spartacists and
the SL-initiated Anti-Imperialisf Con
tingent as "sectarian" for raising at
nationwide May 3 demonstrations the
demand, "Defense ofJhe USSR and
Cuba Begins in EI Salvador!" This

slogan, said the small-time social dem
ocrats, "played into the hands of Haig
and every reactionary right-winger."

The SL-DC claims to defend (in the
abstract) the USSR against imperialism
but denounces our uncompromising
Soviet defensism because they are
tailing the popular-frontists of the
People's Antiwar Mobilization (PAM)
and CISPES, who in turn are tailing
Democratic Party "doves" like Bella
Abzug and Teddy Kennedy.

The "socialist" "doves" of the SL
DC, best known fr ,r their support to cop
strikes, castigate Jur supposed "failure
to raise any slogans calling for US labor
strikes against military intervention and
a political campaign against the AFL
CIO leadership's support for the Sal
vadoran military junta through the
American Institute for Free Labor
Development (AI FLO)." In the first
place, as part of our struggle to oust the
pro-capitalist bureaucracy in the labor
movement, the Spartacist League has
been fighting the AI FLO since before
the SL-DC ever heard of it. At the
January 22 TUCES meeting, SL phone
worker supporters tried to raise such a
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Bay Area SL/SYL calls for military victory of Salvadoran leftists, July 19.
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of the Kaballa find.s a common language
with the Shi'ite ayatollahs of Qum.
Begin is dependent for his parliamen
tary majority on a religious party,
Agudat Israel, dominated by a "Council
ofTorah Sages" of 18 elderly rabbis who
demand all conversions to Judaism not
performed by an orthodox rabbi be
annulled. To legitimize building a
modern state over the usurped national
rights of the Palestinians, the religious
obscurantism of the Dark Ages must be
revived and combined with sophisticat
ed F-16 fighter-bombers.

Pseudo-socialists and Palestinian
nationalists have often viewed the
Hebrew population of Israel as a
uniformly reactionary militarized socie
ty without clas's or other social contra
dictions. This is but the echo of the
Zionist vision. With its growing arms
industry, an increasingly bloated and
privileged military establishment and
the domination of right-wing and
fascistic parties over the corporatist
institutions of Zionism, this vision has
been increasingly approximated. But
still hundreds of thousands of Israeli
workers will pour into the streets on
May Day to protest Begin's economic
policies, triple-digit inflation, etc.,
which are the overhead for creating a
garrison state.

The argument that Israel has already
become completely militarized is used to
justify the indiscriminate terrorism of l
the PLO. On the very day that Israeli
fighters were bombing Beirut, PLO
artillery was shelling a maternity hospi
tal in north Israel. While in no way
comparable in scale, such indiscrimi
nate nationalist terrorism reflects the
same genocidal racialism that the
Zionists implement with all the advan
tages of state power. It is no more
justified by Zionist oppression of the
Palestinians than Zionist oppression is
justified by the Nazi holocaust. PLO
indiscriminate terrorism is to be con
demned not merely on moral grounds,
but because it contributes to suppress
ing the internal contradictions of Israeli
society and to the realization of Zion
ism's sinister vision of a nation of
warriors.

A Zionist Sparta will be but the scene
of a second holocaust provoked by its
own arrogance and chauvinism, a
holocaust in the context of America's
anti-Soviet war drive which threatens a
nuclear final solution for all of humani
ty. The only alternative is Arab/Hebrew
proletarian revolution and a socialist
federation of the Near East in which the
right to self-determination of both
Palestinian Arab and Hebrew-speaking
peoples can be realized. To paraphrase
Trotsky, the conditions for proletarian
revolution are not merely r:pc blol
desperately overdue and growing S":~:'.

what rotten.•

EI Salvador...
(continued from page 3)

and the State Department characterizes
the present Salvadoran junta as 'a
centrist force.' And no one but defend
ers of the slaughter of 20,000 people
since 1980 could call that, as you did,
giving the trade unions 'space to
flourish.' ... As vou well know from the
history of 1932, nothing less than a
military victory of the left will prevent
another massacre of that order."

At that moment, TUSES/CISPES
organizers (prominently supporters of
the CP and SWP) whipped up a
commotion to drown out the rest. In the
course of many Bay Area EI Salvador
meetings the reformists have become
conditioned to froth at the mouth,
heckle and disrupt at the words "mili
tary victory to leftist insurgents" and
"socialist revolution."

The Walter Johnsons of American
labor, no less than the Lane Kirklands,
are committed opponents of socialist
revolution in Central America, and the
same goes for'CP/SWP reformists and
the Salvadoran FDR popular front.
Their common platform of a "negotiat
ed settlement" in EI Salvador would
preserve the capitalist army, ensuring
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A representative of the Palestinian
news agency WAFA, whose headquar
ters in Beirut were hit in the Israeli raid,
said: "That madman in Jerusalem hit
the nuclear reactor to win the elections
and now he is slaughtering us to form
the government." Begin's desperate
military adventurism and arrogance
even toward his main imperialist bene
factor have their domestic reflections in
the growth of fascist, bonapartist and
religious obscurantist tendencies in the
barracks of the Zionist garrison state.
The contradictions generated by trying
to create a racially pure Jewish state
over the dispersal and genocide of the
Palestinians brings to the surface all that
is reactionary in nationalism. The
survivors of the Nazi holocaust ape the
methods and ideology of their execu
tioners in their effort to build a Zionist
Reich.

The growth of fascism and religious
obscurantism is denounced in Israel not
merely by leftists and civil libertarians
but even by pillars of the Zionist
establishment. Jerusalem mayor Teddy
Kolleck said that Begin "has fostered a
hysterical personality cult which
arouses fears of the growth offascism in
this country." That one-time darling of
the Zionists and cause celebre of
American liberals, Argentine publisher
Jacobo Timerman, who fled to Israel to
escape fascist-like anti-Semitic persecu
tion, said of his new-found "promised
land": "I see very clearly a repetition of
what happened in Argentina here."

During the recent Israeli elections,
campaign meetings of the Zionist
"Labor Party"-which ruled Israel for
30 years and fought four wars in the
cause of anti-Arab Zionist expan
sionism-were broken up by youth
members of Begin's party Herut (politi
cal successor to Irgun) chanting, "Begin,
Begin, King of Israel." Herut fanatics
carry huge posters of Begin's picture
through the streets and demand that
bystanders kiss them like a holy icon or
be beaten up. Gush Emunim, the Zionist
clerical fascists who terrorized the
Palestinians of the West Bank, have
now been turned loose on the streets of
Tel Aviv and West Jerusalem to
terrorize the Jewish populace. Yet if the
entire Hebrew-speaking population of
Israel were Gush fanatics such methods
would not be necessary.

Begin is exploiting a kind of
primitive, messianic Judaism found not
only among Jews of North African and
Near Eastern origin, the Sephardim, but
also in the East European Pale or
ghetto-i.e., closed Jewish communities
untouched by the enlightenment and
French Revolution. Here the Judaism

Israel: Fascist Garrison State?

and the destruction of the Soviet
degenerated workers state carry far
greater weight than crushing the
Palestinians.

Begin ...
(continued from page 1)
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A§~lum for Refugees from Salvador Junta Terror!

Reagan's Mass Deportations to Death

Congress Can't Whitewash U.S.
Concentration Camps

Japanese Americans
Demand Reparations

LOS ANGELES-The threat of mass
deportation now directly faces tens of
thousands of Salvadoran refugees in the
U.S. The Los Angeles Times (15 July)
reported that "the Reagan Administra
tion has quietly taken the first step
toward deporting thousands of refugees
from El Salvador who have applied for
political asylum in the United States."
According to the article, some 1,200
State Department letters have been sent
out to Salvadoran emigrants, telling the
vast majority that their requests for
asylum have been turned down.

In the past year alone, some 4,000
applications have been pending due to
the outgoing Carter administration's
decision to freeze all Salvadoran re
quests and leave the "refugee question"
up to the new Reagan government. Now
Reagan's decision sets the stage for mass
deportations back to torture, misery
and death at the hands of the bloody
Salvadoran junta. On July 24 the Los
Angeles paper, La Opinion reported
that so far this month more than 309
people have been deported from the Los
Angeles area to EI Salvador, averaging
about 15 people a day.

This "airlift to death" by the Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service (INS)
came to light last January through a
hunger strike at the concentration camp
operated by la migra in EI Centro,
California after refugees had learned
about a Christmas Day massacre of a
group of deportees at the San Salvador
airport. The Spartacist League was the
first organization to mount demonstra
tions against this direct U.S. complicity
in the slaughter of refugees by the
Salvadoran junta. In March, SL
initiated united-front demonstrations
drew attention to the nearly 12,000
Salvadorans sent back to the clutches of
the murderous junta and its right-wing
execution squads last year. Now as
Reagan's INS gears up to implement a
policy of mass murder through deporta
tions, it is urgent that the left and labor
movement raise protests demanding
"Stop Deportations to EI Salvador!"

Fleeing in fear for their lives, many
Salvadoran refugees have witnessed the
brutal murders of family members, seen
their houses burnt to the ground.
Hitchhiking and walking over moun
tains and deserts, they are at the mercy
of the "coyotes" who slip them across
the border. Last July, 13 Salvadoran
refugees were left by these cutthroat
smugglers to die in the scorched Arizona
desert. Once in the U.S., the refugees are
picked up by the INS; unable to meet the
bail, they are imprisoned for months in
the "detention centers," more precisely
concentration camps, of EI Centro, EI
Paso and Fort Isabel. Now the Reagan
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administration will not permit them
entry unless they can show written
"proof" that they are political refugees
who will be persecuted if returned home.
But civil wars claim their victims with
bullets. not affidavits.

Take the case of Ricardo Hernandez,
a young trade-union organizer incarcer
ated for eight months at EI Centro,
interviewed by Los Angeles Times
reporter Laurie Becklund. Assassins
who killed his cousin pinned a note on
his chest they were looking for Hernan-
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SL spokesman Jose Silva at Los
Angeles anti-deportations demo,
March 23.

dez. He told Becklund, "The judge
wanted concrete proofs! How am I
supposed to give him concrete proofs?
Three times they came looking for me
because I was active in a labor union at
my factory. 1 he last time they shot at
me, but they missed. I know who they
were, they were National Guardsmen in
civilian dress, and they had government
guns. Everybody in EI Salvador under
stands these things."

On July 15, some 90 Salvadorans
were temporarily released from EI
Centro, due to the efforts of two
community groups, the Tucson Ecu
menical Council and the Manzo Area
Council, to provide legal aid and raise
thousands of dollars in bail. The

During World War II over 110,000
Japanese Americans were rounded up
into concentration camps for four
years, in a frenzy of racist hysteria
spearheaded by FDR himself and
prominent liberals like Francis Biddle
and Earl Warren. After the atom
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
at war's end, they were unceremoni
ously dumped from the barbed-wire
compounds and told to "go home."
Most found their property had been
either lost, stolen or sold. Thousands
more, trapped into renouncing their
U.S. citizenship while imprisoned,
fought agonizing court battles to avoid
being deported to Japan. Today, some
40 years after this searing outrage, the
U. S. government has established a
"Commission on Wartime Relocation
and Internment of Civilians" which
will "consider" some compensation to
these citizens.

Whatever meager guilt-money the

busloads of just-released refugees ar
rived in L.A. last week where they were
greeted by cheers from their supporters.
WVattended a "freedom party" where
the Salvadorans told their stories:

Juan, a trade unionist: "I was the
treasurer of my union. I was friends with
the manager of a company where I
worked. We went fishing together. So he
told me that I and two other union
officials (the president and general
organizer) were targeted for assassina
tion, so we should get out. I told the
other two, but they didn't want to leave
because they were afraid the union
would fall apart. I went through
Guatemala for six days. I called home
and the other two (officials) had been
murdered. I fled to the U.S. and applied
for political asylum. I was denied."

Luis, a sharecropper: "I came to the
U.S. because they did violence to me.
They were really looking for me, but
they didn't find me. They found my 21
year-old wife and one-year-old baby
daughter and a woman living with us
and shot and killed them. They came to
my house for no reason. It is a daily
occurrence that they go through the
areas where farm workers live, burn
homes and slaughter livestock. Because
I opened my home to other farm
workers who had their homes burned,
they said I was a subversive. I was with
the poor. I was on the side of the
Catholic Church. I sold everything I had
and bought a bus ticket. I was picked up
at the border."

Jose, a self-employed mechanic,
described conditions at El Centro,
located in the middle of the desert where
the'temperature is 110° and there is no
rain, no air conditioning and no medical
treatment. Guards beat the prisoners
here; there are weekly sweeps through
the camp in the middle of the night
during which everyone is awakened and
his identity demanded. One kitchen
worker described how he was forced to
work from 5 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. for $1 a
day, how his life was threatened when he
refused to work during a hunger strike
in July. And on top of the daily abuse,
there are the orejas, junta-planted spies
in El Centro who report back via

government may decide.to dole out, it
will never be enough! Japanese
American groups testifying before the
Commission have made this point, and
of course we fully support their efforts
to get as much restitution as possible.
Today it's cheap enough for the
bourgeoisie to shed a few crocodile
tears over its old "excesses," while
laying the groundwork for World War
Ill. But America's concentration
camps were no "tragic mistake," no
"aberration." Tule Lake, Manzanar,
Santa Anita-they are still ready and
waiting. And they will be used again,
unless the racist, warmongering capi
talists who run this country are
overthrown.

Today the reformists as well as the
liberals support the Japanese Ameri
cans' claims; there was a recent article
in the Communist Party's Daily World
(18 July) on the case. But at the time,
the CP was one of the most vehement

telephone to the headquarters of the
Salvadoran National Police.

At the Spartacist-initiated demon
stration outside the INS office in Los
Angeles March 23, militants pointed out
how the U.S. has long been a haven for
the Somoza lovers, the Hitler-loving
Marshal Ky, the Nazi war criminals and
CIA-trained gusanos who killed Orlan
do Letelier. Yet the door was slammed
on the thousands of Chileans who fled
Pinochet's terror, as it is being slammed
on the Salvadorans today. In March,
the Los Angeles-area CISPES (Com
mittee in Solidarity with the People of
El Salvador) actively worked to sabo
tage the SL-initiated demonstration,
calling up its mailing list with the lie that
the demonstration had been canceled.
Why? These sectarian reformists are
guided above all by their fear of the
revolutionary politics of the Spartacist
League, particularly our demands "Mil
itary Victory to Leftis~ Insurgents in
EI Salvador" and "Defense of Cuba,
USSR Begins in El Salvador."

These slogans would, of course,
alienate the Democratic doves that
CIS PES tails-indeed, they never
raised the deportation issue while Carter
and the Democrats were at the helm.
But now it's Reagan Country, so they
have belatedly and half-heartedly taken
up the issue. But you can't fight
deportations with Democrats. Now
hard-line U.S. policy is pushing for new
bracero programs, South African-style
internal pass systems for non-citizens
and rapidly escalating mass de
portations of Salvadoran refugees. As
defenders of U.S. capitalism the Demo
crats win not fight for fun citizenship
rights for foreign workers. Nor will the
reformists-even the New Left's dar
ling, Cesar Chavez of the United Farm
workers, at one point even called for the
INS to pick up "illegal" Mexican
immigrants!

To the thousands of Salvadorans in
the U.S., deportation means death.
Only the labor movement has the
strength to beat back this deadly threat.
Labor must come forward to demand
"Stop the Deportations to EI Salvador!
Asylum for Victims of Junta Terrod".

supporters of FDR's racist roundup
it expelled all its Japanese-American
members, while the Daily Worker was
full of chauvinist poison about "fifth
column greengrocers" and "enemy
aliens" (see "The Agony of Japanese
Americans in U.S. Concentration
Camps," WVNo. 139,7 January 1977,
for full documentation of this vile
betrayal). And that too was no
"mistake," as the CP in a weasly 1972
"apology" tried to claim. It was the
direct result of the Stalinists' strategy
of supporting the U.S. imperialist
war effort and the "progressive
bourgeoisie."

It was only the Trotskyists (and a
very few courageous pacifists) who
dared to stand up for elementary
human decency and who aided the
Japanese Americans as best they could
at the time. We stand in solidarity with
this revolutionary tradition of Ameri
can Trotskyism, which was then under
terrible persecution from the govern
ment for its intransigent opposition to
the American bourgeoisie's imperialist
war aims. And as we said last year at
our Hiroshima Day demonstration in
Los Angeles, "To Remember Is Not
Enough!" Only socialist revolution,
which will rid the world forever of the
inevitable racist atrocities and wars of
imperialism, will avenge the agony of
these victims of U.S. imperialism!
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SWP Gets Its Day in Court

Who's on Trial?
It is really impossible for us,

revolutionists, to discuss how this trial
could have been conducted. The SWP's
aim has nothing in common with our
Marxist purpose. It is at least conceiv
able that the SWP could win its case on
such a basis, for exactly the reasons that
we could not: the SWP has renounced in
advance the basic ideas of revolutionary
Marxism and has taken the greatest
possible distance from the Trotskyist
defense of the Soviet Union (stopping
short only of explicitly repudiating
Trotskyism-the political line upheld
by the revolutionary SWP through the
1950s). We differ with the SWP's most
basic reformist assumptions about the
nature of the capitalist state and could
therefore hardly advise them on how to
conduct their trial.

But we can say this: the SWP has put

is that all leftists are at least dupes of an
international Communist/"terrorist"
conspiracy and they hope to bring that
message home through the SWP trial.

The SWP's defense is its reformist
opposition to USee centrism. The SWP
wouldn't alter one word of its reformist
program for all the centrists in the
world: nor would Barnes & Co. allow
themselves to be tainted with the
"terrorist" label just to maintain their
ceremonial "internationalism." When
nghHving columnists mounted a witch
hunt scare against the USee in 1974, the
SWP took swift bureaucratic action,
expcliing more than a hundred pro
USee SWP members (the International
Ist Tendency) on the Fourth of July. The
intet nal bulletins of that expulsion soon
turned up in court as the showpiece of
the SWP's attempt to demonstrate its
respectability before Judge Griesa. And
the judge was reassured:

"There was never anything in my view,
beyofJd the most tenuous suggestion of
a possible implication of violence in the
United States... , In view of the ouster
of the minority faction, I believe that
tenuous suggestion has been basically
eliminated."

The SWP recently underscored its
irreconcilable hostility to those ex
SWPers targeted jointly by the SWP
and the government by the job it did on
Hedda Garza (see "SWP's Lying
Frame-Up of Hedda Garza," WV No.
285, 17 July).

For the SWP, the trial is the finale of a
long period of rightward-moving
reformism. The "Watersuit" has been
their central focus for years, and their
aim is ambitious to say the least: not
merely to be tolerated by the bourgeoi
sie but to be officially certified as not
harmful to the health of American
capitalist class rule. The SWP wants to
show once and for all that it is a
pacifistic, legalistic party entitled to all
the benefits of American democracy. It
makes no attempt to suggest that the
U.S. government is itself violent, racist,
imperialist and lawless, thereby legiti
matizing the government's "right" to spy
on, harass and frame up its perceived
enemies-so long as it leaves the SWP
alone;
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POLICE

ON TRIAL
SOCIALISTS

VERSUS
FBI; CIA, INS

By ROBERT PEAR
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the rightward motion of the whole
bourgeois political spectrum. The SWP
is secure in the illusion that American
imperialism's war moves against Russia
will have no domestic repercussions
against the U.S. left (at least the non
Stalinist left). But the bourgeoisie's war
on labor at home, its war drive for
global anti-Communism abroad, spell
witchhunting sooner rather than later.

In this context. both the government's
efforts to justify its surveillance of the
SWP with charges of "terrorism" and
the SWP's attempts to show itself the
very model of a tame electoralist party
spell danger for the left. This is an

important case which has been hailed by
virtually the entire left-the Guardian,
the National Lawyers Guild, a slew of
long-time Communist Party fellow
travelers. But the SWP is suing to show
itself the right wing of self-styled
"socialism." Peter Camejo's June 25
testimony, that following a 1968 Bay
Area demonstration where "violence"
occurred the SWP stopped participat
ing in demonstrations there to show that
it does not promote violence, is a good
example of the whole thrust of the
SWP's "Watersuif' strategy.

The charges of SWP "terrorism" are
at the heart of the FBI's court strategy.
Its main "evidence" is the SWP's
diplomatic bloc with the centrist United
Secretariat (USee-one of several com
peting "Fourth Internationals"), which
the government attorneys sought to
paint as a sinister pro-terrorist conspira
cy. While the SWP kept insisting (with
perfect truth) that its "fraternal associa
tion" with the USee has no real effect on
the SWP's political line or organization
al practices, the FBI attorneys count
ered with "expert" witnesses on commu
nist "doctrine" who noted that if the
SWP considered itself Trotskyist it
would abide by decisions of the "Fourth
International" whether or not it were a
section. The government lawyers sought
to smear the USee, which underwent a
period of vicarious enthusiasm for
guerrilla ism in Latin America in the
1970s, with everything from kidnap
pings in Argentina to the "Baader
Meinhof gang." The government's line
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In face of Reagan offensive SWP
pretends its "Watersuit" has U.S.
secret police on the run.

the SWP's chances, though they can
hardly complain since their line is to
deny any shift to the right in this
country; according to the SWP every
year brings a new "radicalization" and
new SWP resolutions titled "The New
Rise of the [Whatever] Struggle." The
SWP's fuzzy vision of social reality
outside the courtroom expresses itself in
their view of the "Watersuit":

"Back in the 1950s, the big old
courthouse was the site of some of the
most notorious anticommunist frame
ups. Here the Rosenbergs were sen
tenced to death. Communist Party
leaders were sentenced to years in
prison.
"But now it's the 1980s, and the
government is the defendant."

-Militant, 17 April

The SWP barely noticed the election
of Reagan. It ducked the ominous Cold
War intent of Carter's anti-Soviet
"human rights" crusade and the implica
tions of Reagan/ Haig's campaign
against "international terrorism." It
draws no conclusions from the capital
ists' assault on hard-won union gains
and the defeatist passivity of the union
tops, from the reversal of the token
gains ofthe liberal civil rights movement
and the bankruptcy of black leadership.

The SWP does not see the burning
crosses of escalating Klan/Nazi terror
from California to Connecticut. But the
shooting down of leftists in broad
daylight in Greensboro in 1979 by the
emboldened race-terrorist "fringe"
and the subsequent acquittal of the
fascist murderers-were a reflection of

militant pacifists on an FBI office in
Media, Pennsylvania had brought
COINTELPRO to light. It emerged that
the FBI had committed god knows how
many bag jobs against the SWP, an
ostensibly socialist organization known
for its penchant for chanting "peaceful,
legal" at more left-wing protesters at
antiwar demonstrations. Something
like 90 "surreptitious entries" were
shown to have occurred in the SWP's
national headquarters alone. To top it
all off, the government lied like crazy in
the pre-trial process, affronting Judge
Griesa's patrician ideas of fair play. A,
quicker settlement would have helped
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On April 2 the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) finally got its civil suit
against the government to court. The
SWP launched the case nearly eight
years ago in the post-Watergate period.
Subsequent "Freedom of Information"
revelations documented some of the
FBI "dirty tricks" employed against the
SWP under the vicious "COINTEL
PRO" disruption program. Testimony
was heard by Judge Thomas Griesa
through .I une 25, when the case recessed
for the summer, after which both sides
will submit their closing briefs.

To believe the SWP, the case has been
an uninterrupted series of crushing
blows against the FBI and its partners in
crime, "By the end of the first day it had
become clear that the government was
reeling from the socialist strategy in the
courtroom" was the modest assessment
of the 17 April Militant. Every issue
since has insisted on the same theme: the
SWP has "put the government on trial."
Unfortunately, what is most striking
about the case is the extent to which it is
the SWP and not the government that is
on trial.

The government, as might be expect
ed, concedes virtually nothing. It blithe
ly reads into the record every slander
ever "reported" by an FBI informer,
insists it can "investigate" the left under
grossly anti-democratic laws, brings
into court scholarly Hoover Institution
types to testify as "experts" on social
ism. It apologizes virtually not at all for
the bag jobs, warrantless wiretaps,
poison-pen letters; it defends deporta
tions, firings, evictions; it demands
protection of the anonymity of its finks
planted in leftist, labor and black
organizations (so-called "informer
privilege").

On April 24 the government an
nounced that the Immigration and
Naturalization Service was "reviewing"
the SWP to explore the possibility that
SWP members are "excludable or
deportable" based solely on their politi
cal views. This vindictive provocation
raises the spectre of some of the ugliest
of witchhunt weapons-remember the
Palmer Raids of 1919, in which hun
dreds of foreign-born Communists,
anarchists and others were deported.
During the McCarthy period deporta
tion proceedings were instituted against
hundreds of foreign-born members and
ex-members of the Communist Party,
some of them many-year residents of the
U.S. Laws were passed making it a
felony for a Communist or ex
Communist to even apply for a
passport.

But the SWP went to court in a pretty
strong position. Especially in the Nixon
period of paranoid Watergating, the
g()vernment-unable to distinguish a
Daniel Ellsberg from a Bob Avakian
committed anti-democratic "excesses."
When it all came out, the liberals were
genuinely outraged over Nixon's having
treated the Democrats like they were the
GPU, The FBI backed away from the
most obviously irrational of its crimes
while the reformers/budget-cutters said:
clean up your act. Meanwhile, a raid by
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SL organized Anti-Imperialist Contingent on May 3. "Peaceful, legal" SWP
stayed home and violence-baited EI Salvador demo of 80,000.

by party pseudonym in minutes of the
International Executive Committee
(IEC) of the USee.

The government opened the after
noon session by handing Barnes a piece
of paper. "Are these the dates and
locations of the IEC meetings" held in
the last 12 years? Barnes was visibly
upset. He replied that this was "protect
ed" information; yes, says an SWP
lawyer, this information was furnished
in camera (privately). The real dates and
locations of these international
meetings-presumably differing from
the accounts published, to provide
participants some protection against
repression-had been turned over to the
government by the SWP in the secret
"Barnes affidavit." Does Barnes really
believe his fraternal comrades of the
USee are not endangered by turning
over information to the U.S. government
so long as it is kept out of open court? Or
had Barnes hoped to suppress in open
court the existence of the "Barnes
affidavit"? In any case the pretext of a
distinction disappeared on May 12,
when Barry Sheppard testified as to the
real names and corresponding party
pseudonyms of seven non-American
USee leaders.

In the matter of financial disclosure,
the SWP's cringing failure to confront
the disclosure question directly signifi
cantly hurt the SWP's case in Judge
Griesa's eyes. OnApril9 Barnes testified
that the SWP's policy is to destroy all
financial books and records not neces
sary to the filing of tax returns. Griesa
hit the roof. He wanted to know why
and who was responsible. Barnes tried
the "Rosemary Woods defense": I don't
know. it's been our practicefor40 years.

Over and over in the course of the
trial. Griesa would return to this
question. He evidently found the SWP's
unconventional business practices
wages paid in cash, no audits, etc.-at
variance with the SWP's efforts to
present itself as the very model of
bourgeois rectitude in all things, a
"socialist" party just like any other
party. In an attempt to recover, the
SWP put its treasurer on the stand. On
April 21 he testified "that in view of
documented proof of FBI burglaries,
the party must take this step to keep
records from being routinely turned
over to local, state, and federal police
agencies" (Militant, I May). Alas, too
late. The SWP court case has been in
litigation for nearly eight years. In the
course of pre-trial "discovery" and in
court, the SWP has turned over count
less pages of minutes, internal bulletins,
Young Socialist Alliance financial
records, you name it. The SWP eagerly
assumed the burden of showing it had
"nothing to hide"; Barnes & Co. cannot
have it both ways. When the FBI
attorneys in 1980 made a specific
demand for the current financiai re
cords, the SWP put a hold on the
destruction policy and turned over the
information-and not just the ledgers
but the raw data (bills, receipts, etc.). On
June 17 Griesa again brought up the
destruction of the records, this time
observing that the SWP could have
litigated the government's request for
financial disclosure in the first place.
But the SWP posture was nudism in
principle.

The SWP actually had in its legal
arsenal a useful weapon with which to
contest the demand for financial disclo
sure. Some years back the SWP ob
tained a federal court ruling exempting
it from the law requiring djsclosure of
contributors to election campaigns,
explicitly on the grounds that such
disclosure in the case of the SWP would
subject its campaign supporters to
harassment. The SWP legal team made
one timid effort to introduce this
decision into the present trial during the
testimony of Andrew Pulley on April
24; when the judge failed to recognize
the relevance of the precedent, the SWP
meekly dropped the subject.

To be sure, by the end the SWP was
putting up inconsistent resistance to the

continued on page 8
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dangerous. We know there are catego
ries of people-leftists, non-citizens,
ethnic minorities-whose democratic
rights have been known to disappear
in an instant: just ask the Japanese
Americans in World Warll. The SWP's
congenital inability to believe this
even in the face of the evidence of their
own court suit-places them somewhere
to the right of your average socially
concerned black minister on the ques
tion of the state.

This is not to say that an authentic
revolutionary organization on trial
would not make some efforts to show
good faith. But the SWP posture is,
quite simply: we have nothing to hide.
Such a claim rests on two fundamental
premises: that the SWP can prove to
everyone's satisfaction that it is a
"peaceful. legal" party and that law
abiding social activists have nothing to
fear from the American government.

For the SWP, the only people who
could possibly want to "hide" anything
from the government are people who are
guilty of something. The SWP's touch
ing faith that it is safe because it is
"peaceful. legal" means it believes that
the U.S. capitalist government is
"peaceful, legal" too. This is actually an
important aspect of reformist ideology,
though it sometimes comes looking like
such fatuous naivete that you have to
wonder about cynicism (as for example
when Larry Seigle told the 1980 SWP
educational conference that the SWP
leaders had never heard of a "mail
cover" until they got involved in
preparing the present suit). Reformists
have to believe that the ruling class will
play by the same rules it enforces upon
everyone else; otherwise, there is clearly
no percentage in trying to do business
with the status quo.

Barnes' party, turning itself inside
out, implicitly acknowledges the gov
ernment's "right" to information on
leftist organizations-and places itself
squarely on the defensive. Such a case
could have been a valuable means to
publicize the government's filthy secret
wars against the left and seek to wrest
more disclosures from the government.
Instead the SWP has made the axis of
the case the legality ofthe SWP, thereby
putting itself on trial from day one.
Indeed, in the first days of the suit, many
of the participants were visibly having
some trouble refraining from referring
to the SWP as "the defense" (rather than
"the plaintiffs").

Indecent Exposures

The SWP from the outset behaved as
committed reformists anxious to show
their limitless trust in the court. An
important indecent exposure occurred
during Jack Barnes' April 9 testimony
concerning relations with the USee.
Asked about the use of party pseudo
nyms during the morning session,
Barnes took the line that party names
are a precaution desirable in "dictatorial
countries." To show his confidence in
America as a free country, he identified
the real names of all the SWPers listed

phrases of public SWP positions avail
able to any Militant reader and some
absurdities that only a J. Edgar Hoover
could really believe. But in the course of
pre-trial "discovery" and during the trial
itself, the SWP has furnished the
government with an incredible amount
of high-quality information on its
structure, leadership and pseudonyms,
finances.

As we have written earlier, the SWP
agreed to bar its lawyers from making
public-even to their own party!
information obtained on government
informers. This puts the SWP attorneys
in the position of keeping the govern
ment's dirty secrets so that the informers
can continue to function as spies and
provocateurs inside the SWP and other
left groups. ]'I; ow. by obligingly furnish
ing the government with such items as
party pseudonyms and international
meeting dates (and on pain of perjury
moreover), the SWP gratuitously vali
dates information obtained from in
formers and gives the government a way
to use the information in court without
having to expose its sources. This
amounts to a de facto bloc with the
FBI's cherished "informer privilege."

"But we have no secrets!"-we can
practically hear the SWP objecting. The
SWp's acquiescence to virtually unlim
ited disclosure illuminates its basic
reformist premises. To believe that
peaceful, legal socialists have nothing to
fear from disclosure is to believe that the
good guys will never be harmed by the
American rulers; the government will
play fair, observe its laws, keep its
promises. The SWP cross-examination
of FB I fink Heisler on June 17 bore
witness again to Barnes & Co.'s belief
that the worst thing an FBI agent can do
to you is ... encourage pot-smoking (see
"FBI Informer in the SWP," WV No.
268, 14 November 1980). The SWP's
professed faith in American democracy
may win bourgeois friends and influence
judges, but it is wrong and deadly

Minneapolis SWP defendants, 1941-when socialism really was on trial.
Barnes states that SWP hasn't "en~aged in, planned or advocated Illegal
activity since 1941," implying the Mmneapolis Trotskyists were guilty.

itself on trial by its passionate eagerness
to display its own good faith. That the
U.S, government, the number one en
emy of the world's working people, has
no right to demand proofs of good faith
from the SWP-Ieast of all after being
caught in the act of stomping on the
SWP's civil rights-is a case the SWP
would not dream of making.

In the context of its general demeanor
of sweet reasonableness, the SWP has
managed a couple of offensive thrusts
during the trial. One such occurred on
June 3 during cross-examination of
Robert Keuch, a high-ranking official of
the Justice Department. SWP chief
counsel Margaret Winter was asking
Keuch about a June 1980 report
concerning the cover-up of FBI burglar
ies of SWP headquarters. Judge Griesa
was initially resistant to the line of
questioning but the SWP-for a
change-hung hard. Winter read from
an unnamed FBI agent's report on a
conversation with an unnamed Justice
Department official about getting "con
fidential investigative information" on
the SWP; the conversation was consid
ered by the agent to be authorization for
"black bag jobs." The embarrassed
Keuch admitted to being the unnamed
Justice Department official. It was an
enjoyable moment reminiscent of Attor
ney General Griffin Bell's contempt
citation in the case back in 1978.

The SWP is also very proud of
wresting from the government a 1956
National Security Council briefing by
J. Edgar Hoover setting up COINTEL
PRO disruption of the Communist
Party. It is an interesting document
which casts an unexpected light on the
SWP case. for under "Methods" the
document says: "Informants have been
the key io penetration of the party ....
While key informants have been ex
posed to date. through testimony
required in court proceedings, we cur
rently have 921 active informants ... "
(Mililant. 19 June). By way of con
trast. the FBI did not find it neces
sary to expose a single unblown
informer in the "Watersuit," and the
SWP had earlier agreed to a deal
barring its attorneys from sharing with
anyone information on informers re
leased to them in unexpurgated FBI files
on 18 "representative" finks (see "Bell
Shields FBI Finks," WV No. 213, II
August 1979).

Who's really on trial? The answer is
expressed most clearly in the matter of
disclosure. What secrets has the SWP
wrested from the government? Aside
from Ed Heisler. the former SWP
National Committee member who last
year told the SWP he had been a paid
FBI fink, how many informers have
been uncovered? Meanwhile, the SWP
has turned itself inside out.

The government has spent what must
be millions of dollars spying on the
SWP. They ended up with god knows
how many pages of agents' reports,
which the SWP has had fun showing
consist of generally inaccurate para-



During the cross-examination of
Sheppard on May II, Judge Griesa
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the defense of "democracy" against
"dictatorship." They parade their faith
in the system, which they present as
susceptible to peaceful "transforma
tion" through the electoral process, and
hope the court will reciprocate by
turning the brutal apparatus of bour
geois state repression against other
targets.

Their main problem is that they want
to make sure nobody could confuse the
SWP with a revolutionary Trotskyist
party, but they do not want to explicitly
attack "revolution," "Trotskyism" or
the old SWP of Trotsky and Cannon
(much as the Communist Party does not
relinquish its claim to "Leninism" and
"Communism"). They try to accomplish
this by redefining words until they do
not mean anything at all. On April 7
Jack Barnes responded to a question
about the phrase "combat party" by
dismissing it as just the "jargon of our
movement, which is a pain sometimes."
On June 18 Linda Jenness defined
revolutionary socialism as meaning
restructuring society more fairly. On a
more sophisticated level, the testimony
of Barry Sheppard was most instructive
in the art of trivializing revolution.

On May 5 Judge Griesa interrupted
the SWP lawyers' examination of
Sheppard to ask him the difference
between the SWP and the British
Labour Party. What follows is a
telescoped account of the questioning
reconstructed from the notes of the WV
reporter attending that session (and
subsequently verified from the trial
record itself):

Ciriesa: What differences arc there
hetween Trotskyists and the British
Labour Partv')
Sheppard: There are many differences
within the BLP; some of its members
are Trotskyists.
Ciriesa: Between Trotskyists and La
bour governments. then?
Sheppard: They want to maintain
capitalism and reform it some. We agree
on manv concretes. like socialized
medicinc~ Thev want to limit it to that.
We think fundamental change in the
structure of ownership is necessary.
Griesa: II you were in Parliament, you'd
propose bills that went further: You'd
do it through the political process"
Sheppard: Of course. it can't happen all
at once. We'd go much further through
that process.
Ciriesa: Try to legislate, only much
farther')
Sheppard: Yes.
Ciriesa: The word "revolution"
Harold Wilson doesn't use it much.
Sheppard: Tony Benn would use it.
Griesa: What place does the word
"revolution" have"
Sheppard: The BLP doesn't think there
has to be a social revolution. a change in
the structure of ownership....
Griesa: The BLP has, I believe, a
doctrine of nationalizing industry,
banking. That would be a fundamental
change in property forms. When you
say fundamental change, what's the
difference')
Sheppard: It's the same thing. Our
quarrel is they never do it. ...

The SWP sees politics as a classless
continuum of political parties: the
Republicans, the Democrats, the BLP,
the SWP. It sees capitalism as a
collection of political forms of genuinely
peaceful nature rather than as the
brutally violent rule of a rapacious
ruling class. The 15 May Mililant
summarized Sheppard's May 6 testi
mony as "S W P advocates peaceful
election of workers and farmers govern
ment, which will need changes in
Constitution to implement program." If
Barnes' party used to be known for its
belief that consistent pro-capitalist
ideology leads to socialism ("consistent
feminism," "consistent nationalism"),
their perspective now might be summed
up as: consistent Constitutional reform
leads to socialism. What's wrong with
this is expressed neatly in the 1938
founding Declaration of the revolution
ary SWP:

"The belief that in such a countrv as the
United States we live in a free.~ demo
cratic societv in which fundamental
economic change can be effected by
persuasion. by education. by legal and
purdy parliamentary methods is an
illUSIOn."

POUTICAL POlICE ON TRIAL

to register it to death. Therefore any
trade union with international ties (like
the American auto union, affiliated to
the international metal workers' federa
tion), to say nothing of Vatican
influenced political groupings like the
anti-abortion lobby, hypothetically
could be prosecuted as "ilIegal." The
Voorhis Act was patently unconstitu
tional when it was passed and any
credibility it might have claimed then
has certainly been vitiated by its having
been on the books for four decades
without ever having been used in the
prosecution of anyone. But the SWP
has for years found the Voorhis Act
useful as an excuse for its anti-inter
nationalism, and anti-international
ism is an important credential in
a country where "un-American" is a
potent accusation.

This is not to say the Act never will be
used. What determines who wilI be
prosecuted and for what is not so much
the state of the legal code as the class
struggle. It was not "the law," that
abstract Platonic ideal beloved of
reformists, which executed the Rosen
bergs in 1953, but the American ruling

class riding the Cold War tide. Black
Panther militants were hunted down
and massacred by the cops and FBI
without benefit of special legal sanction.

The SWP doesn't much care about
the Rosenbergs or the Panthers. What it
wants is to get itself an exemption from
repression by showing itself non
threatening to the system. Its protesta
tions about "peaceful, legal" are not so
much a legal argument as a political one.
The SWP line has the virtue of simplici
ty: the SWP has never broken any laws
(at least since 1941) and it never will.
Almost nobody else in the world except
Jack Barnes' SWP could make that
statement. The 1978 miners' strike in
violation of Taft-Hartley broke the law.
The 1980 New York subway strike
broke the Taylor Law. Undocumented
non-citizens working in this country are
"illegal aliens." Homosexuals (and most
heterosexuals) break "morality" laws.
And then there's the Voorhis Act. ... To
be sure, serious revolutionists don't sit
around contemplating breaking laws;
we accept that the bourgeoisie has state
power and we are guided accordingly.
But we defend striking unionists, immi
grant workers, homosexuals, interna
tionalists, etc. and we resent the SWP's
attempt to purchase a special licence to
practice reformism at the expense of all
those who cannot or do not wish to
make the same fulsome "peaceful, legal"
guarantees.

A BlP in Embryo

The SWP legal strategy is the direct
expression of its politics. Barnes & Co.
hope to convince the judge they are
basically idiosyncratic democrats loyal
to the political institutions of American
capitalism and committed above all to

Russian revolution
Winter: Mr. Barnes, does the So

cialist Workers Party consider the
Russian revolution to be a model to
be followed in the United States?

engaged in, planned or advocated any
illegal activity, at least since 194\." In
1941, of course, when the SWP was a
revolutionary party, 18 of its leaders
were prosecuted in the first trials under
the Smith Act. The present-day SWP
carefully refuses to challenge, even in
passing, their conviction. Does the SWP
think that socialist opposition to imperi
alist war and class-struggle unionism,
the activities that led to the prosecution
of the "Minneapolis 18," are crimes? On
June II the SWP objected to the gov
ernment's submission of FBI materials
from 1941 on the grounds that "the
conviction speaks for itself"! And it
keeps repeating it has never been
"successfully prosecuted" for anything
since, affecting not to notice that this
manner of pleading not guilty implicitly
indicts the "Minneapolis 18," to say
nothing of the Communist Party, which
had its back broken in the 1950s by
every kind of witchhunting weapon,
including not a few successful prosecu
tions of its members for alIeged crimes
ranging from "advocacy" to income tax
evasIOn.

The SWP is busily pleading not guilty

SWP: U.S. Constitution, Yes-Russian Revolution, No
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~""".::<.;<:._,...-_., Jack Barnes on ftght for socialism and democracy

Does i~':::~~~~~~i¥yi\~~~~~~:~;:.;~,~~, c:::","?'~;·
believe that their ideas are consist·
ent with the philosophy underlying
the United States Constitution?

Jack Barnes: Yes, in the sense that a
republican form of government-in the
sense of a rule of law, which has elected
officials that govern-is the only possi

"\;ltl~p~~fgrs~i~list democracy, f?~
.. . . . 'ril';4~~ACV:llSeoUfiteMV';'

to all the various laws it is fond of
characterizing in the Militant as
"thought-control" legislation: the Smith
Act, the Voorhis Act, the Alien Regis
tration Act, and so forth. They have not
challenged these reactionary, anti
communist laws. Certainly the SWP is
under no obligation to turn its civil suit
for damages into a constitutional
challenge to witchhunt legislation. But
the government's invoking of these laws
as the justification for spying on the
SWP demands a response other than
just "not guilty." On May 15 Judge
Griesa took over the questioning of FBI
agent Greene, who was in charge of
spying on the Young Socialist Alliance
during the 1960s, to register annoyance
that "alii ever hear about is the Voorhis
Act." He wanted to know if Greene
claimed the SWP had ever done
anything really illegal, like bombings or
assassinations.

To the legalistic SWP, though, a law
is a law is a law. The SWP's complete
prostration before the Voorhis Act is
not just unseemly; it may be, from the
standpoint of the government, the best
thing to happen to this piece of
legislation since it was enacted. The
Voorhis Act was passed in 1940 in an
effort to flatly illegalize international
political organizations. Under its sweep
ing provisions, you don't have to be a
Zionist or a Moonie to be deemed
"subject to foreign control." Any politi
cal organization whose policies ("or any
of them") are "determined by or at the
suggestion of, or in collaboration with"
a foreign government or "a political
party in a foreign country, or an
international political organization" is
asserted to be in violation of the Voorhis
Act unless it complies with regulations

Barnes: No, not in a concrete sense of
an overthrow of czarism and the mass of
peasantry and all the thmgs that were
discussed in the last several hours. T

'!!1&'1IIIfluld be false.
"~m~~;th~#; I

SWP Trial ...
(continued from page 7)

government's demands for more disclo
sure and still more disclosure. On the
morning of June 23 the judge ordered
the SWP to turn over unexpurgated
some documents the SWP had submit
ted with deletions. The SWP lawyer
objected that the SWP draws the line at
turning over names. Griesa replied thata
few more names wouldn't make any
difference. Accordingly, at the begin
ning of the afternoon session, the SWP
turned over the documents, said to
contain names of SWP rank-and-filers
and of members of other organizations.

The issue of "naming names" showed
the SWP at its most panicky. On June 9
the SWP made what looked like an
attempt to make the suit a class action
(this was two months after the beginning
of testimony). They submitted to the
court affidavits from individual SWP
members authorizing the SWP to
receive on their behalf any award of
damages-in other words, signed ac
knowledgements of individual member
ship constituting at least a partial
membership list. It is not clear, given
Judge Griesa's rejection of this apparent
attempt to shift legal strategy in mid
stream, whether these waivers are now
in the government's possession.

EqualIy scandalous is the story of the
secret "Mandigo affidavit." Early on,
Judge Griesa asked the government to
supply a list of criminal acts it claims
have been committed by SWP mem
bers. The government offered a list
drawn up by FBI agent Mandigo but
specified that the document would have
to be kept secret from the SWP in order
not to compromise sources. This was an
invitation to the judge to openly colIude
with the FBI in putting the SWP on trial
for alleged crimes while denying them
the possibility of confronting their
accusers. Judge Griesa quite properly
declined the invitation. The Militant (12
June) describes the scene:

"Initially Judge Griesa was not going to
look at the secret affidavit. ... 'I'm not
going to receive it'.... The first thing
they [the SWP] did was to urge the
judge to change his mind and read the
affidavit. ... "

The secret Mandigo affidavit must by its
very nature consist of lies. But the SWP
again acquiesced to "informer
privilege"-the idea that all men of good
will must in the interest of national
security agree to confidentiality for the
FBI frame-up artists. Judge Griesa was
ready to dismiss the affidavit as unwor
thy of consideration. But not the SWP,
which apparently longs to have itself
accused of crimes, the better to display
its innocence.

If the SWP realIy expected that
getting Griesa to read the affidavit
would help the SWP find out the
contents. it was to be disappointed.
Throughout the trial the judge ruled out
of order SWP efforts to elicit the
informatIOn from government wit
nesses. "During the course of the trial,"
says the same 12 June Militant article,
"possible hints as to the contents of the
affidavit came out," and it cites one such
"possible hint." On May 26 Griesa
announced he would give no considera
tion to the affidavit in reaching his
decision on the suit. The Militant
trumpets this great victory and returns
to its favorite theme:

"On top of this-and probably most
importantly-the socialists have estab
lished their honesty and integrity by
forthrightly answering any questions
asked. They've made it clear they have
nothing to hide. They have spoken
frankly and in great detaiL ... "

Yes indeed.

Pleading Not Guilty

The SWP argues over and over that it
should not be investigated because it
does not commit crimes. The "Findings
of Fact" document (Militant, 10 April)
submitted by the SWP states: "The
record in this case discloses no basis for
a reasonable belief that plaintiffs have
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Ex-SWP member testifies for FBI

THE MILITANT
26 June 1981

Catch 22

The SWP has staked a lot on winning
the "Watersuit"; the big play given to it
week after week in the Militant suggests
that in the wake of the dismal results of
the SWP's "turn" to the unions, the
"turn" to the Watersuit has just about
supplanted everything else. It is a
foregone conclusion that almost any
decision will be hailed as a victory by the
SWP.

If the SWP loses, we all lose.
Anything other than a judicial reproof
to the FBI for its spying and harass
ment, its black bag jobs, its unleashing

continued on page 10

with the philosophy which did not see a
contradiction between the republican
forms and checks and balances of the
Constitution and chattel slavery ... [and
restrictions on the right to vote]."

Barnes defined "a workers and farmers
republic" as:

"A constitution which would be in
contradiction to chattel slavery, prop
erty requirements [for voting], restric
tion of franchise for any reason of sex or
age or anything like that. It would also
include the fact that the prerogatives of
the largest property owners, the largest
productive property owners, the owners
of the big mines, mills and factories
would be subordinate to the develop
ment and extension of the democratic
rights of the great majority of the
citizenry.
"In some ways maybe the Civil War is
not the best example of this-the blood
that was n~cessary to eliminate chattel
slavery ....

Sounding for all the world like a high
school civics teacher, Barnes has
come out for "checks and balances"!
Apparently the SWP's maximum pro
gram is now universal suffrage and the
"subordination" of the capitalists to
democracy.

Barnes said the SWP does not
consider the Russian Revolution a
"model" to be followed in the U.S. and
posed instead Nicaragua: political
"pluralism" and a so-called "mixed
economy":

"The attempt not to be forced like the
Russian government was to nationalize
everything-but to try to evolve with a
majority of the population, taking over
more and more of the economy, by
maintaining the small and middle
farmers in the countryside, by aiding the
small and medium businesses as part of
the development of a workers and
farmers regime.... "

Nowhere does Barnes suggest that there
is any contradiction between the demo
cratic pretensions of bourgeois rule and
the realities of capitalist exploitation,
hideous racial oppression and imperial
ist rape of the underdeveloped coun
tries. The deal is: Barnes will acknowl
edge the government's democratic cre
dentials if they will acknowledge his.

British Labour Party, whose "socialist"
veneer makes it often a more effective
capitalist custodian than the Tories. But
this isn't England; the arrogant Ameri
can bourgeoisie in no way accepts that it
needs the help of any working-class
formation to rule over its wage-slaves.
This is America, land of "my country
right or wrong." Even Judge Griesa
thought the SWP must be kidding when
it said Andrew Pulley should have
gotten his civil rights when he tried to
persuade American soldiers to demon
strate against the Vietnam War.

The Russian question-a central
question for authentic Trotskyists-is
no less central to the bourgeoisie's
minimum program .for responsible
critics. These are the guarantees the
SWP must give. And when push comes
to shove the SWP gives them. When the
notorious Mandigo in his first affidavit
(not the secret one) wrote that Cannon
had said the SWP would support Russia
against imperialist America in a world
war, the Militant (13 March) denied it
(see "SWP Slanders James P. Cannon,"
WV No. 278, 10 April). On April 6 and
again on April 9 Barnes linked interna
tional democratic centralism to Stalinist
degeneration, thereby equating Lenin
ism with Stalinism and distancing the
SWP from both. On May 11 the
government asked Barry Sheppard,
"Can you think of any case where you
would support the U.S. against the
Soviet Union?" Sheppard hedged
around and the judge intervened to ask
Sheppard if he would be "Ioyal.:'
Sheppard's response concluded, "If the
Soviet Union invades Poland tomor
row, we would oppose that. ... We are
politically opposed to the Soviet role in
Afghanistan."

On June 25, the last day of testimony,
the SWP in its rebuttal put Barnes back
on the stand to espouse more loyalty to
the Constitution and to try again on the
Russian question. We quote from the
excerpts published in the 24 July
Militant:

"[SWP attorney] Winter: Does the
Socialist Workers Party believe that
their ideas are consistent with the
philosophy underlying the United
States Constitution?
"Barnes: Yes, in the sense that a
republican form of government-in the
sense of a rule of law, which has elected
officials that govern-is the only possi
ble basis for socialist democracy, for the
extension of democracy, as counter
posed to any authoritarian and totali
tarian mode of functioning....
" ... one would be a fool to trade in
whatever democratic rights one has for
promises to get rid of them for some
other end."

He continued:
"But the answer also has to be no in this
sense. The Constitution was written

54: THURSDAY, JUNE 25
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ivian revolutionary Hugo Gonzalez
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The Great Flint strike of 1937.
According to SWP's Fred

Halstead sit-down strike was
a pacifistic tactic to "win a

strike without violence."

It probably takes a Marxist or a fake
Marxist to appreciate the true perni
ciousness of presenting a plant
occupation-a frontal challenge to
bourgeois property rights-as merely a
less militant alternative to picket lines.
Of course, the idea of the SWP leading
sit-down strikes is ludicrous anyway; we
can't remember the last time the
Militant urged any union in this country
to go out on strike! Griesa might have
been impressed if the SWP had cited its
restraint in calling for strikes, but to
come out openly as anti-strike would
undercut the SWP's vision of itself as a
party of future labor statesmen.

The Bourgeoisie's Bottom Line

On April 2 SWP attorney Winter
asked Farrell Dobbs if the writings of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky were
binding on the SWP. "Not at all," was
the reply. But the disclaimers do not
really dispose of the SWP's problem of
nominal Trotskyism. On April 28
Griesa treated Andrew Pulley to a
lecture on "dictatorship of the proletari
at," "revolution," "democratic central
ism": when the government reads these
words, he said, they think you are
serious about these things. "Why should
the FBI translate these words into what
Farrell Dobbs says they mean?" He
asked Pulley if it weren't the case that
the word "revolution" is used by people
who don't have faith in the electoral
process. "Partially," said Pulley. Later
Griesa brought it up again: the SWP has
all this rhetoric; they say it means
something else. "But revolutions are
bloody battles ...."

The SWP hopes that nearly three
months of expounding its reformist
program will have shown the judge how
hollow is its "Trotskyism" and how
sincere the SWP was when it insisted its
real politics are "not contravened" by
anything Trotsky or others "might"
have said. The SWP has not had
anything in common with Trotskyism
for a long time, except the copyrights to
some books. In the long run, the Barnes
clique will break from the label to
facilitate blocs with "progressive" bour
geois elements. But right now, the SWP
has nothing to offer any potential
bourgeois partners-no base to sell
out-and nobody's bidding; the biggest
name the SWP ever pulled into active
support for any of its "coalitions" was
U.S. Senator Vance Hartke in the
SWP's antiwar front group, and who
ever heard of him?

The SWP wants the government to
recognize it as a kindred spirit to the

agam took over the questioning. If a
party believes there is a ruling class
exercising a "social dictatorship" and
the state defends it, he wanted to know,
how can the SWP believe in peaceful
change? Sheppard replied that "the
lower classes can make gains" and
democratic reforms can become part of
the governmental structure. The judge
persisted: if you believe in the inevitabil
ity of violent opposition by the rulers,
then you don't think you're going to get
anywhere through the electoral process.
It's our prediction, said Sheppard, that
the rich will organize fascist bands, but
if we're wrong.... "But you think so, you
would have to prepare." Not us, said
Sheppard, mumbling something about
the unions. The whole idea of gradual
ist, electoralist "revolution" in this
violent, racist country with its irrational
economic system and power-mad ruling
class is so absurd that an intelligent
bourgeois judge like Griesa has to
wonder if the SWP is being disingenu
ous. No, if they sound like what Cannon
once called "somewhat foolish people
belonging to a party which is not to be
taken seriously," it is because they
genuinely are reformists.

The judge was concerned that the
document under discussion, "Socialism
and Democracy" (1979), did not explic
itly state a preference for the "constitu
tional process." Sheppard could hardly
have explained that the resolution was
written for European consumption and
social-patriotic obeisance to the Ameri
can Constitution would not have gone
over well.

The SWP has tried every way it
knows to reassure the judge, from Fred
Halstead's exposition of the SWP's role
as part of the right wing of the Vietnam
antiwar movement to condemnations of
black self-defense as suicidal. Some of
them have been perhaps too subtle.
Take Fred Halstead's April 23 testi
mony on A.J. Muste, the ex-preacher
who became a Trotskyist briefly during
the 1930s:

"He was one of the people who was
instrumental in introducing into the
American strike movement in the 1930s
the sit-down strike.
"You see, before that you would have
situations where the majority of the
workers in a plant would want the
union, would even vote for it, would go
out on strike.
"But there were many unemployed
[who would scab].
"So fights would start on the picket line.
To avoid that, Muste, among others,
introduced the idea of occupying the
plant. sitting down in the plant so you
could win a strike without violence."

-Militant, 15 May
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CP Waffles on Deukmejian/Watson "Terrorism" Legislation

California Witchhunt Bill
Threatens Left

SWP Trial ...
(continuedfrom page 9)
of ultrarightists like the Legion of
Justice against the SWP, its lies and
criminal cover-ups would constitute a
declaration that leftists have no civil
rights at all.

But if the SWP wins, we still lose. The
SWP is trying to show the government
that the eight million documents the
FBI admits to having collected on the
SWP are a misdirection of effort. The
SWP does not even pretend to call for
the abolition of the spy agencies; they
couldn't care less what the FBI/CIA do
to other organizations, especially to
revolutIOnary socialists who do not
believe along with the SWP that
anything is possible including socialism
by Constitutional amendment. They are
offering the ruling class a chance to
show by tolerating reformist dissent
how permissive it is-while it tar
gets unionists, black militants,
revolutionaries.

The SWP issued an open invitation
for repression when it violence-baited
the organizers of the May 3 Pentagon
march against V.S. EI Salvador policy.
At the same time as right-wing ideo
logues were calling for witchhunting
investigations of the demo's organizers,
the Militant (27 March) branded the
march as "disruptive," "confrontation
al" and "almost guaranteed to result in a
violent confrontation with the police or
army." Who in his right mind would
want to go to a demo like that? If anyone
really had been listening to the Militant,
look what happens: a small "hard-core"
demo turns up in Washington; the SWP
has egged on the cops and has already
indicted the victims. This stuff can play
as big a role in witchhunts as what's in
the law books.

Evidently the May 3 action
popular-frontist though its official
leaders were-was too radical for the
SWP. Of course the SWP is not in
principle opposed to demonstrating,
given the proper conditions. For EI
Salvador, the condition was to secure
the cover of"responsible"labor bureau
crats; failing that, the SWP stayed
home. But Barnes' party was wild for
the March 28 "anti-nukes" rally at
Harrisburg and came out in force for the
"Atlanta mothers" march in Washing
ton May 25. The latter triggered a
Militant article (5 June) which proposed
a "fightback" strategy for oppressed
blacks consisting of support to the SWP
court case and other court actions and:

"The national effort to force the Atlanta
police and FBI to apprehend the killers
of twenty-eight black youth in Atlanta
is one of the most important ways of
fighting back against government
crimes against Black people .. ,."

This is what the SWP has to offer black
people, whose fight for freedom is a
main motor force for proletarian revo
lution in this country. Court cases and
pressuring the cops-a clearer expres
sion of reformist fetishizing of the
bourgeois state would be hard to find.

The SWP loved Harrisburg for pre
cisely the sellout reason the V nited Mine
Workers bureaucracy pushed it: as a
safety valve for miners' militancy right
before the coal strike. The S W P ofcourse
expresses it differently: Harrisburg,
showing the union tops' supposed broad
er social consciousness, is obviously
more politically advanced than "econo
mist" things like strikes. Regarding the
.tAtlanta mothers" march the SWP
chose to articulate and solidarize with
precisely the demands of the most
reactionary forces there (the black cops)
though most of the other participants
were undoubtedly more concerned with
racist cutbacks, black joblessness, the
Klan, etc. than with pressuring the FBI.

To all those who want to stop the
race-terrorists, defend the right to
strike, fight imperialist militarism, the
SWP offers only reformist recipes for
defeat. Like the "Watersuit," which even
in the narrowest sense is a strategy for
retreat in the struggle against
repression.•
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On July 8 the California State Senate,
by a narrow margin passed an ominous
new witchhunting act-the Deukmejian
Terrorism Bill. Introduced by Los
Angeles black state senator Diane
Watson, backed by black lawyers'
associations and originally by the
Communist Party as well, this bill has
been touted as a legal weapon against
the Klan and Nazis. In fact. even in its
amended form the target of this law
would not be the race-terrorists and
murderers in white sheets and brown
shirts. Like all such legislation its real
purpose is to strengthen the hand of the
bosses' government against the oppo
nents of the fascists, first and foremost
the left.

The law would give the attorney
general and the rest of the cop force a
green light to go after the left, labor and
minority defense organizations for
"advocating" anything that the state
considers could lead to "violence."
Vnder its provisions it is "unlawful" for
any "group, association, organiz.ation,
society or other assemblage of two or
more persons to meet and to advocate
... violent acts," In its original form the
bill also made "knowing" membership
in such a group a felony. The language
was so broad and so obviously based on
the notorious anti-communist Smith
Act and California criminal syndicalism
statutes that nearly everybody saw that
it was a dangerous legal weapon that
could be used against the left. Every
body, that is, except the Communist
Party.

The CP's legislative strategy to pres
sure the capitalist state into outlawmg
the KKK led it to hail the bill as
":listoric." It was, they said, a step on the
way to a "national ban" and they urged a
"full-fledged campaign to secure their
[such bills'] passage" (Dai~v World, 3 I
January). But since then there has been
a storm of liberal criticism, pointing out
that the left will be prosecuted, just as
the 1977 California Terrorism Act was
used against farm workers. Ramona
Ripston, ACLU director for Southern
California, asked the obvious question:
"What about a group planning to strike?
Everyone knows that a strike can be
violent. Are you going to prevent the
meeting'?" (Los Angeles Times, 31
April). The Communist Party
squirmed. The Deukmejian-Watson bill
showed too clearly what their "Ban the
Klan" campaign really produced when
successful. So they abruptly shifted
gears. The CP legal-defense outfit, the
NAARPR, wrote an open letter to
Diane Watson complaining that the bill
embarrassingly "omitted" the "ex
pressed intent to prevent racist terror
ism" and urged Watson to "tighten" the
language (Peoples World, 18 April).
The sponsors did tighten the language,
in order to make the law stronger in
facing constitutional court tests, but the
outlawing of "advocacy" remains. Now
the CP can only praise other "Ban the
Klan" bills, offering a "legislative
alternative" to the McCarthyite legisla
tion they originally hailed.

The "Deukmejian Terror Bill" is an
important part of the tidal wave of "law
and-order" legislation in California that
has the Democrats and Republicans
falling over each other to prove who can
make the police and courts more
repressive. Deukmejian hopes to ride
the wave to the governorship in 1982
while Jerry Brown wants to go to
Washington as V .S. senator on the basis
that he can whip up racist, anti-crime
hysteria as well as the next guy. Out of

New West
Deukmejian wants to be California's
Joe McCarthy.

the Brown/ Deukmejian "anti-crime"
meetings in the spring to find "a
common agenda" came a state sales tax
increase to raise $5 billion for more
cops and special squads of prosecutors
and to build new prisons for 19,000 fu
ture inmates. But Deukmejian's office
has called Brown a "born-again crime
fighter." Deukmejian has submitted
more than 30 pieces of legislation this
year including proposals to throw out
insanity defenses, speed death penalty
appeals, eliminate "inconvenient" rules
of evidence such as the Miranda rule
and illegal search and seizure.

But on his way to the governor's
mansion the Reaganite Republican,
Deukmejian, wants more than a reputa
tion as a law-and-order crime-fighter
and that is where his "Terrorism" law
fits in. For, to paraphrase his slick TV
advertising campaign featuring
MeG ruff the crime-fighting hound dog,
Deukmejian wants to take a bite out of
the left. In the present national Cold
War political climate, he wants to be
California's McCarthy. So his "Terror
ism" bill would allow Deukmejian to
"stop any group from meeting if it could
be demonstrated that the group has a
violent history" (The Recorder, 9 July).
And how would he prove it in court?
Deukmejian said it "would be necessary
to either infiltrate such groups or have
the cooperation of a group member to
prove in court the group was teaching
and encouraging violence" (Oakland
Tribune, 30 January). ACLU's execu
tive director Dorothy Ehrlich pointed to
the first dangerous step in this McCar
thyite method of proving the advocacy
of violence: "Well, what you do is get a
list of groups you think are capable of
doing that" (Oakland Tribune, 26
April).

Deukmejian has already cooked up
that list. It's called the "Report on
Terrorism." The connection between his
bill and the report is clear and ominous.
The "Terrorism Report" precisely sup
plies the "evidence" that a group has a
"violent history." And this same report
makes it clear who are the real targets of
the attorney general. It whitewashes the
fascists and the KKK, saying that the
violence of the right is produced by the
violence of the left. It is the Marxists of
the Spartacist League who are among
those branded in this report as terrorists
(see article in this issue on the SL suit
against Deukmejian). But the CP
should take no comfort in having been
"missed" in the "Terrorism Report" this
time. For Moscow-loyal Stalinists in
Cold War II, it's just a matter of time
before the bill they once supported may

be used against them.
If so, it won't be the first time. For

during the McCarthyite witchhunts the
Communist Party was the primary
victim of the Smith Act, which they had
earlier supported when it was used to jail
the Trotskyists of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) in 1941. Today the CP,
caught out by the Deukmejian law, is
busy pushing "good" "Ban the Klan"
legislation as opposed to "bad" bills. But
fundamentally, as a strategy to fight the
KKK/Nazis, they are all the same. And
they all will ultimately target the left. At
a time when U.S. imperialism is steeply
escalating its anti-Soviet war drive,
when the initial steps of domestic Cold
War witchhunting have already been
taken, and while the Reaganite think
tanks issue calls for a new McCarthy
ism, the CP can't seem to learn the
lessons of history.

There is a reason why these Stalinists
never learn. The CP can't help it. But as
we have pointed out before the reason is
neither stupidity nor innocence but
politics:

"The CP campaign to 'Ban the Klan' is
the programmatic extension of their
desire for a class-collaborationist alli
ance with the 'progressive bourgeoisie,'
The idea of an 'anti-fascist' capitalist
state is fundamental to Stalinism. ever
since the popular-front congress of
1935",. The popular front 'against
fascism' has been the CP's historical
model since the mid-'30s. Behind the
campaign to 'Ban the Klan' and the
support for the Deukmejian 'anti
extremist' bill is an appetite to reform
the capitalist state into an 'anti-fascist,
anti-racist, anti-monopoly' state."

-"California Anti-'Extremists'
Bill Threatens Left," WV
No. 274, 13 February

Revolutionaries call neither for the
capitalist state to "ban the Klan" as does
the CP, nor for "free speech forfascists"
as do the ACLU and the constitutional
cretinist SWP. On the contrary, we
build labor-centered mobilizations to
stop KKK/Nazi terrorism and call for
the mass mobilization of labor and
blacks to sweep the fascists off the
streets. When the SL-initiated ANCAN
called for a demonstration to stop the
Nazis from celebrating Hitler's birthday
in San Francisco, the CP did everything
it could to sabotage labor support while
appealing to union-busting S.F. mayor
Feinstein to ban the fascists. But the
1,200 from 22 unions who turned out for
ANCAN on 19 April 1980 stopped the
Nazis cold. And they haven't shown
their faces in S.F. since. This is what the
race terrorists and the Deukmejians fear
above all else-the power of the work
ing class.•

SL Suit
Needs $$$

The Partisan Defense Committee
is raising funds for the SL/SYL suit
against Deukmejian, Such suits can
be costly. Already the PDC is in
debt thousands of dollars to cover
lawyers' fees and other costs neces
sary to file the suit. And many
thousands more will be needed
before it's over. The PDC urges WV
readers to send generous contribu
tions to help support this important
case. Make checks payable to the
PDC and send them to:

Partisan Defense Committee
Box 99
Canal Street Station
New York, NY 10013

WORKERS VANGUARD
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SL/SYL Suit ...
(continued from page 12)

We do not intend to meet the fate of the
Black Panther Party. We do not intend
to be nameless, faceless victims who can
with impunity be blown away in the
night.

The efforts of the Spartacist League
in California and elsewhere are to
organize a workers party to struggle for
the immediate and ultimate interests of
the working class. The working class
and its party have the right to organize.
But Deukmejian willfully confuses
Marxist education with terrorism.
Socialists who believe that the Soviet
Union is right in Afghanistan, who are
for the victory of leftist insurgents in EI
Salvador, have the right to say so in the
labor movement without being labeled
as terrorists. The intent of this report is
to restrict us from carrying out our
activities by the not so implicit threat of
murder.

Deukmejian wants to muzzle free
speech. He expects a new lease on legal
witchhunting. Diane Watson's Senate
Bill 267, written with the guiding hand
of Deukmejian, is a new version of the
notorious Smith Act of 1940. The
Attorney General speaks openly of the
need to "infiltrate" the "violence prone"
groups and do "police undercover
work." This bill, which purports to be
aimed at the Klan and Nazis, will not be
used against these fascists. Instead, it
will be used to persecute and harass the
left and labor movement.

We are not terrorists, but Marxist
revolutionists, Trotskyists, who oppose
terrorism as a futile, despairing strategy
that has turned away from the working
class struggle to abolish capitalism. We
will not be branded as terrorists and
criminals. We demand that our names
be removed from this report. With all
our political, legal and moral resources,
we will fight this sinister effort to set us
up for government persecution and
violence.-

We publish below key sections ofthe
legal complaint of the Spartacist
League and Spartacus Youth League
(SL/SYL) fUed by their attorneys
Anne Flower Cumings and Valerie
C. West against California state
attorney general George Deukmejian.
The 1979 attorney general's annual
report on "Organized Crime in Cali
fornia" wrongfully branded the Trot
skyist SL/S YL as "terrorists." In this
complaint, the plaintiffs SL/SYL de
mand that defendants Deukmejian et
al. publicly retract this dangerous
smear. The suit is part ofa campaign to
defend the SL/SYLagainst this set-up
by the top cops of the state of
California.

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO

SPARTACIST LEAGUE and
SPARTACUS YOUTH LEAGUE,

Plaintiffs,
v.

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN,ATTOR
NEY GENERAL OF THE STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, DOES I through
X, inclusive,

Defendants.

Plaintiffs allege:
I

Plaintiff SPARTACIST LEAGUE
is a Marxist political organization

which has been politically active in the
State of California (and other states)
for more than 15 years and which
regularly engages in constitutionally
protected activity. Plaintiff
SPARTACUS YOUTH LEAGUE is
also a Marxist political organization
and is the youth section of the plaintiff
SPARTACIST LEAGUE.

VII
Defendants' report, as more fully

described hereinabove, wrongfully
and erroneously describes plaintiffs as
a "dangerous faction with which law
enforcement would have to deal," as a
species of outlaws, and/or terrorists
and/or criminal organizations likely
and expected to commit criminal acts
such as "advocacy of violence" ...
"attempt to incite the populace and
create violence" ... "force occupation
of federal buildings" ... "assault on
police officers" ... "inciting to riot,
battery and carrying concealed
weapons."

VIII
The inaccurate inclusion of plain

tiffs in said report, more fully de
scribed hereinabove, and the circula
tion and distribution of said report to
members of law enforcement places in
jeopardy plaintiffs', plaintiffs' sup
porters' and plaintiffs' potential sup
porters' legitimate exercise ofconstitu
tionally protected rights in that it
purports to justify the infringement or
denial of said rights by law enforce
ment officials. The "Report on Terror-

ism" is a directive marking plaintiffs
and plaintiffs' supporters as targets for
police harassment and violence. Fur
ther, said report provides official
justification for the prosecution of
plaintiffs and plaintiffs' supporters
under existing statutes and proposed
legislation, as well as providing the
rationale for government surveillance,
infiltration and disruption of
plaintiffs.

IX
The inaccurate inclusion of plain

tiffs in said report, more fully de
scribed hereinabove, and the circula
tion and distribution of said report to
the public further constitutes an
incitement to right-wing and/ or fascis
tic groups and/or individuals to
commit acts of harassment and/or
violence against plaintiffs, plaintiffs'
supporters and plaintiffs' potential
supporters.

X
The inaccurate inclusion of plain

tiffs in said report, more fully de
scribed hereinabove, and the distribu
tion and circulation of said report to
the public at large has the effect of
discrediting the plaintiffs as political
organizations by isolating, stigmatiz
ing and doing irreparable harm to the
SPARTACIST LEAGUE and the
SPARTACUS YOUTH LEAGUE~

public reputation upon which plain
tiffs depend in their daily political
activities.

XI
This Report was widely quoted and/

or cited in newspapers throughout the
state and nation. The section of this
report on "Left-Wing Terrorism" has
been cited and quoted as authority for
the proposition that the SPARTA
CUS YOUTH LEAGUE is a "danger
ous and violent" organization.

XII
The inaccurate inclusion of

plaintiffs in said report, more fully
described hereinabove, and the distri
bution and circulation of said report,
has had and continues to have a
chilling effect on the exercise of
plaintiffs' constitutionally protected
rights, a chilling effect on the exercise
of constitutionally protected rights of
plaintiffs' supporters, and a chilling
effect on the exercise ofconstitutional
ly protected rights of plaintiffs' poten
tial supporters.

XIII

Plaintiffs are entitled to the
protections afforded by the First
Amendment to the United States
Constitution, made applicable to this
state by the Fourteenth Amendment,
the California State Constitution and
other laws, to exercise their rights to
free speech and association. The
actions of defendants, and each of
them, have, in essence, categorized
plaintiffs as a species of terrorist
organizations and/or organized crimi
nal organizations and/or outlaws in
violation of these rights and upon no
authority. Moreover, the actions of
defendants, and each of them, have
branded and continue to brand plain
tiffs with a "badge of infamy."

XVI
The plaintiffs desire a judicial

determination that their names were
wrongfully included in the Report
entitled "Organized Crime in Calif01

nia, 1979." Plaintiffs further desire
defendants, and each of them, to
remove plaintiffs' names from said
Report and for defendants to make a
good faith effort to publicize the fact of
the removal of plaintiffs' names to an
extent comparable to the circulation of
said report and the publicity about it.
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SL/SYL Sue California Attorney General Deukmejian

Spartacist League: Workers Party
Has the Right to Organize!

We print below the statement by AI
Nelson ofthe Spartacist League Central
Committee at an SL/SYL protest
demonstration and press conference on
July 23 outside offices of California
state attorney general George Deukme
jian in San Francisco.

Today, legal papers were served on
California Attorney General George
Deukmejian at his San Francisco office.
Press conferences and demonstrations
are being held outside Deukmejian's
offices in San Francisco, Sacramento,
Los Angeles and San Diego.

The Spartacist League and Spartacus
Youth League, Marxist political organi
zations, are suing Deukmejian for
wrongfully including and characterizing
us as "terrorists" in his 1979 "Report on
Organized Crime in California."

In Part II on "Terrorism," Deukme
jian makes clear who is targeted. The
report whitewashes the KKK and Nazis.
It downplays their threat to blacks,
Chicanos, Jews and the labor move
ment, instead focusing on so-called
"extremists of the left." According to
this report the real danger of the KKK/
Nazis lies not in their racist terroristic
actions, but "in their ability to create
trouble by attracting violence from
those on the extreme left."

This report is a classic attempt to use
the terrorist right as an excuse to go
after the left and the labor movement. In
it we are described as "a dangerous
faction with which law enforcement
would have to deal." We are described
as a species of outlaws, terrorists and
criminals and are lumped in with the
Manson Family, the SLA, Hell's An
gels, Mexican Mafia, Aryan Brother
hood and Black Guerrilla Family.

Deukmejian's aim is clear. The
Spartacist League is proclaimed to be
outside the law. We are labeled as
dangerou~ people to be dealt with
militarily, "mad dogs" to be shot down.

AI Nelson speaks at July 23 SL/SYL
protest in San Francisco: "We do not
intend to be nameless, faceless
victims." Demonstrations were also
held in Los Angeles, Sacramento
and San Diego.

Ten years ago this report would have
included the Black Panther Party. In its
best days the Black Panthers attracted a
serious layer of young militants who
tried to form a movement for black
social liberation. They were destroyed
by a coordinated governmental cam
paign of slander, provocation and
murder. This has been well documented.

Deukmejian's report is a murderous
effort to set the Spartacist League up for
this same kind of government violence.

continued on page 11

Fight Deukmejian's Red SCare!

12

On July 23 the Spartacist League/
Spartacus Youth League (SL/SYL)
filed civil suit against California
Attorney General George Deukmeji
an, holding simultaneous protest
demonstrations and press conferences
at his offices in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Sacramento and San Diego.
Smeared by Deukmejian as "terror
ists" the SL/SYL demands a public
retraction of this injurious characteri
zation (see excerpts from the legal
complaint on page II.) Press cover
age of round one of this campaign was
extensive including the major news
services, TV and radio; among the
many newspapers covering the suit
were the Los Angeles Times and the

Oakland Tribune (see press display
page II).

To be branded as terrorists in
Deukmejian's report is a set-up for
government repression and right-wing
vigilante attack. And the State of
California has known its share of such
attacks against the left, labor move
ment and minorities. There was the
1916 bombing frame-up of San Fran
ciscans Tom Mooney and Warren
Billings, whose death sentences were
commuted through international pro
test by labor and its supporters. But
even after this railroading was ex
posed, the victims were kept in jail
until 1938-39 because the California

attorney general would not concede he
was wrong. The IWW was the victim
of widespread raids, arrests and grisly
murders. The 1934 San Francisco
general strike was met with a storm of
red-baiting. There was the Dies Un
American Committee's red scare
against the CIa and the black-listing
of union men and the jailing of
hundreds of subpoenaed "suspected
subversives" in Stockton for refusing
to cooperate with Sam Yorty's Califor
nia "Little Dies Committee." The list
goes on through the cop-court vendet
ta against the Black Panthers to the
recent frame-up and conviction of the
NASSCO defendants.

We will fight the defamation by

Deukmejian, this set-up, and point to
the treatment received by the McCar
thyite HUAC (then headed by Repu
blican Harold Velde) when it opened a
"subversive hearing" in San Francis
co's City Hall: "Some 6,000 members
of Local 10, ILWU (independent), 'hit
the bricks' on December 3, 1953 to
protest Velde's investigation. The
waterfront was paralyzed. The CIa
council in the East Bay area de
nounced the Velde committee as an
enemy of democratic rights. The
hearings were tlooded with 'unfriendly
witnesses' and 'unfriendly' spectators.
Scheduled to last eleven days, the
hearings were hastily terminated after
five days. Velde retreated ignomini
ously. At the first real resistance by
organized labor, the government
witchhunters had to cut and run" (Art
Preis, Labor's Giant Step).
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